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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This investigation will deal with a somewhat new area in peripheral

vascular physiology, namely that of the effect of nonuniform flow distribu

tion within systemic capillary beds on the function of these vessels in

exchange of materials with the tissues. In the case of oxygen consumption

in a heterogeneous vascular bed such as will be employed here, this is

superimposed upon the somewhat uneven matching of total flow and metabolic

rate from organ to organ. Some effort will be made to distinguish between

these types of nonuniformity.

The approach here will be that of utilizing the following organs more

as a means of further investigation of the microcirculation in general,

than as an aspect of gastrointestinal physiology, or the overall problem

of tissue metabolism. In this study, the oxygen consumption (calculated by

the Fick principle) of an isolated segment of the rat gastrointestinal

tract together with the spleen, perfused with an artificial, bloodless

medium in which the oxygen supplied is entirely in physical solution, will

be examined in relation to perfusate flow, which is in turn manually regu

lated by altering the perfusion pressure. These celiac axis-supplied organs

will include only the spleen, stomach, duodenum and pancreas, together with

their mesenteries and adipose tissue; they will be considered in most in

stances as a whole. Some of the microcirculatory anatomical and physiologi

cal similarities, and differences of these tissues, particularly with regard

to possible arteriovenous shunting mechanisms, will be considered in the

historical introduction. Evidence obtained for other systemic vascular

beds will also be discussed, such as that of skeletal muscle, which illus

trate phenomena until recently unexamined in the digestive tract using in

direct methods to approach the problem of transcapillary exchange in relation
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to the state of the vascular bed.

The question of variability of available capillary exchange surface

and capillary-tissue diffusion distance through alteration in the number of

open nutritional channels will be investigated in experiments using the

vasoconstrictor vasopressin. It is hoped that this will contribute to the

understanding of the underlying factors involved in the oxygen consumption

flow relationship in the drug-free, perfused state.



HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

For most of the 305 years since the publication of Malpighi's obser

vation of blood capillaries in the lung of the frog (cited in (44)), this

segment of the vascular tree was considered essentially a passive, homo

geneous, and inert set of structures. Although Bartholin in 1653 and

Hales in 1753 (both cited in (64)) suggested the possibility of extravasa

tion of fluid through blood vessel walls, more attention was paid to the

fact that capillary vessels offered evidence for a closed circulation--a

visible pathway for the passage of arterial blood to the veins and then

back to the heart--than to their role in blood-tissue exchange of gases,

nutrients, and other materials, and the means by which this is achieved.

Terminology

Owing in part to lack of precise knowledge, inconsistently employed

terminology has led to a great deal of confusion and controversy concerning

the nature of the microscopic vessels. Many investigators, especially the

early ones, used the word "capillary" rather loosely to include all of

those vessels just visible without special magnification, as well as the

smaller ones. As it gradually became apparent that all of this vasculature

was not morphologically or functionally homogeneous, the term "capillary bed"

came into use, with "capillary" (or "true capillary") understood to be cor

rectly restricted to the purely endothelial tubes, entirely devoid of smooth

muscle elements and with a minimum of adventitia. Later, Sir Thomas Lewis

(66) preferred the term "minute vessels" for collective reference to all

the microscopic vessels, while still more recently (42, 122) the term

"microcirculation," with its more functional definition, has been adopted

to refer to that portion of the vascular bed which is mainly concerned with
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exchange of materials with tissue cells, and including both muscular and

nonmuscular vessels.

Local Control and Nonuniform Structure and Function of
Postarteriolar Wessels

Tissue homeostasis, insofar as it depends on the circulation, appears

to be achieved, in part, by two features of the peripheral blood vascular

system. These are: (1) that the terminal parts of the microcirculation

have been shown to be, to a large extent though not entirely, under local

control, and to undergo many functional and anatomical changes independently

of the heart, of the central nervous system, and of the somewhat larger

parent arterioles, the "resistance vessels," and (2) that it is now apparent

that the capillary beds do not consist merely of homogeneously ramifying

tubes of gradually diminishing size, but of a well organized, highly special

ized group of channels through which blood flow is by no means spatially

uniform throughout a given vascular bed at any moment in time, nor does any

given vessel necessarily remain in precisely the same state over a period of

time. Homeostasis is achieved by these nonuniformities, sometimes grossly

evident, being "averaged out" in time and space, with one condition or another

predominating, depending upon the functional needs of the tissues.

Local control

Although Hall was later (1831) to be the first to distinguish between

arterioles and true capillaries (cited in (44)), Stephen Hales in 1733

(cited in (44)) was probably the first to observe that the minute vessels

could be caused to undergo caliber changes, on a purely local basis, when

certain substances were used to perfuse the dog mesenteric bed. He con

cluded, from the time required for a known volume to flow through the

vessels, that "...Brandy contracts the fine capillary Arteries of the Guts..."





while "...Water soon relaxes them again..." This was followed, however,

by the 1756 statement of von Haller (cited in (44)) that "capillaries"

are never contractile, which ushered in a period of dogmatic adherence

to this notion as a general belief, despite further evidence to the con

trary such as that provided as early as 1825 by Black (cited in (44)),

who studied the effects of central nervous system damage on and of topical

application of chemical substances to the fine vessels of the webs of duck

and frog feet. Black concluded that circulation in the "capillary vessels"

was independent of the control of the heart and brain.

In addition to Black's observations, Roy and Brown in 1879 provided,

in a classical paper on reactive hyperemia (in the frog foot web), excellent

evidence for independent, local control of "capillary" contractility (96).

They stated that reactive hyperemia:

seems to us to throw much light on the manner in which the
local circulation is carried on under normal conditions. It
shows us that there is a local mechanism independent of the
centers in the medulla and spinal cord by which the degree of
dilation of the vessels is varied in accordance with the re
quirements of the tissues. (p. 348)

This complemented the 1852 discovery by Claude Bernard of the sympathetic

vasomotor system, which he found to apparently control the amount of flow

through the innervated skin, noting a pronounced increase in the warmth of

the part following nerve section (12). In 1858 Lister showed a change in

the caliber of microscopic vessels in the region of experimentally induced

inflammatory responses, but believed it to be a purely passive change in

capillaries brought about by dilation of upstream arterioles (67).

The view of von Haller was nevertheless generally accepted until the

twentieth century, when it was finally supplanted by the monumental findings

of Krogh (60, 61, 62), Dale (36), Dale and Richards (37), and Lewis (66),





who greatly expanded knowledge of the independent function of the minute

vessels, and of local effects on the microcirculation of such humoral

agents as histamine, epinephrine and vasopressin. They emphasized that

the capillary bed is an integral part of the tissue in which it is situated,

and that its function is intimately related to tissue function.

As new interest in microcirculatory physiology and anatomy reached a

peak in the early 1900s partly as a result of the development of new tech

niques for observing the living vessels, a new controvery began to occupy

much of the attention of the investigators. It concerned the question of

just what specific cell type(s) in microcirculatory beds were responsible

for the observed contractility. Rouget in 1874 (94) and in 1879 (95) had

observed, on true capillaries of the tails of amphibian larvae, of the

omentum of young mammals, and of embryonic capsulopupillar membrane the

development of certain peculiar branched, longitudinally arranged (with

vessel axis), protoplasmic extraendothelial cells, which seemed to respond

to electrical and mechanical stimuli by contracting and constricting the

encircled capillary. These he also believed to be primitive smooth muscle

cells. Although Krogh (62) and other championed these ideas, Clark and

Clark found strong evidence against "Rouget cell" contractility in amphi

bians (25), and could not confirm that smooth muscle cells were homologous

with them (24). The inertness of these cells has been repeatedly confirmed

in both amphibians and mammals (27, 29, 43, 98, 116, 123). Endothelial cells

themselves have been suspected of being actively contractile, but, while they

may be so in amphibians (6, 25, 116), they are apparently not so in mammalian

tissues (22, 27, 30, 43, 74, 83, 98, 116, 117, 119, 123, 124). Smooth

muscle cells are now regarded as the sole basis of mammalian active vascular

contractility, although the question of their serial and ontogenic homology
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with "Rouget cells" is still not entirely settled.

Nonuniform structure and function.

Evidence concerning the occurrence of uneven blood flow in individual

capillary beds has been of two general categories: (1) that from direct

microscopic observations, especially of living tissues, which have yielded

a large volume of information describing patterns of arteriovenous pathways,

and (2) indirect investigations of this problem, involving observations of

the characteristics of capillary transport of various substances in both

directions across endothelial walls. While direct studies have been made

on a wide variety of tissues, including a significant amount of work on

splanchnic beds, and have spanned several decades, the indirect experimenta

tion has been more recent, and with the exception of the liver, has only

begun to be applied to the gastrointestinal organs. The topics of arterio

venous anastomoses and of critical closure of small vessels, studied with

both direct and indirect methods, will be discussed as subjects by them

selves.

Direct approach. This first category has been reviewed by Wiedeman (114)

and by Zweifach (122). The latter has made some of the most significant

contributions in this area since those of Krogh and Lewis in the 1920s.

Krogh (60, 61) had predicted qualitatively and quantitatively and then

confirmed that, at least in skeletal muscle, changes in metabolic needs

of the tissue are met not merely by alterations in the total blood flow

through the vascular bed and greater extraction of oxygen, but by active

variations in the number and distribution of individual capillaries actually

conducting a flow at all. Thus in resting tissue, the great majority of

true capillaries are not open, whereas increased oxygen consumption of the





muscle necessitated and indeed was concomitant with the opening of

erstwhile closed channels. This did, of course, also involve an increase

in the total blood flow to the part. Although the regulation of flow

through these vessels is partly under the influence of the nervous system,

they are thought to be mainly under local humoral control, somewhat as

Krogh proposed (62). Lewis (66) observed, in the human skin, intermittent

flow through small localized areas, grossly referred to as "mottling', al

though he failed to see variations of blood flow in individual capillary

loops, as did Krogh in the case of skin and skeletal muscle (62). Lewis

proposed the universal minute vessel vasodilator, the "H substance," to

explain such local phenomena as reactive hyperemia and the initial local

red response of inflammation, and emphasized the balance between nervous

control of larger feeding arterioles and this local humoral control of the

postarteriolar vessels.

The study of living arteriovenous flow patterns has been greatly ad

vanced by the development of a number of special preparations utilizing

tissues in which entire capillary beds exist in essentially two-dimensional

relief. Although many of the individual features had been mentioned spor

adically in the literature earlier (for example, Jacobj in 1920 (51)), no

unified concept of the functional morphology of these pathway patterns had

been formulated until the late 1930s, when Zweifach and colleagues began

to publish a series of papers in which the microcirculation came to be

viewed as having a definite "coordinated pattern of structure and function"

(22). While criticized considerably later (114) for having overextrapolated

the findings somewhat as to tissue and species, Zweifach in the earliest

work observed the terminal microcirculation of skin, mesentery and intes

tinal serosa of both amphibians and mammals as being composed of two main
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architectural types of vessels. The first were the muscular, manifold-like

distributing channels, which were the final ramifications of the 20 to 30 u

terminal arterioles. The second type, the true capillary, was found to be

given off from the first and formed the main network of exchange vessels of

the bed. Few true capillaries arose from the terminal arterioles themselves.

The first sort of vessel was of capillary dimensions itself, and since, as

it gave off true capillaries, it could be followed through the bed to the

venous side, finally becoming a venule, and since it usually had a faster,

more consistent flow (whereas the side channels were often closed), it was

termed the "a-v bridge" (116, 123). Later, it was called the "central

channel" (117). Finally, in a classical paper in 1944 (22), Chambers and

Zweifach named it the "thoroughfare channel." It has also been referred

to as the "preferential channel" by numerous authors. In this 1944 study,

the dog omentum, frog mesentery, and a newly introduced preparation, the

exteriorized rat mesoappendix, were employed. Here the thoroughfare channel

was seen as being divided even further into: (1) a muscular proximal por

tion that distributed most of the true capillaries, called the "metarteriole,"

(2) a midportion or "a-v capillary," slightly larger than the true capill

aries, but otherwise essentially the same, and (3) the distal (nonmuscular

venule," where true capillaries emptied back into it. These final parts

merged to become larger venules, gradually acquiring smooth muscle. The

metarterioles, with a thin, single layer of smooth muscle proximally, more

distally became divested of these elements, which became discontinuous and

scattered, with a branched, atypical appearance (somewhat reminiscent of

the 'Rouget cell"), as the a-v capillary portion was reached. True capill

aries were provided at their origins at the arterioles and metarterioles
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with a short neck of smooth muscle cells called a "precapillary sphincter,"

which, in conjunction with the endothelium, is adapted to act as a valve

that can close completely. In normal resting tissue, a given metarteriole

and its precapillary sphincters were seen to undergo spontaneous, rhythmic

oscillation, termed "vasomotion*," and having discrete vasoconstrictor and

vasodilator phases, of which the total cycle (alternating between dilation

and constriction) lasted from 30 seconds to 3 or 4 minutes. In the con

strictor phase the metarteriole narrowed, and most of its precapillaries

closed, cutting off flow to most of the true capillaries, but allowing

flow to continue through the thoroughfare channel. This was followed by

the dilator phase in which the metarteriole widened, the precapillary

sphincters opened (often admitting only plasma--"plasma skimming"), and

flow through this entire small portion of the capillary bed increased

again. In the untraumatized, resting mesentery the constrictor phase

predominated. Although the vasomotion of precapillary sphincters and

their metarteriole was usually synchronous, these elements appeared to

function somewhat independently of each other. The terminal arterioles

also were seen to exhibit vasomotion, but it was slower than that of

downstream elements. With adjacent metarterioles mutually out of phase,

there would result an asynchronous rotation of access of flow to these

tiny areas. Over a period of time however, and with constant tissue

metabolic needs, there would be a somewhat uniform "average" of these

fluctuations of nutritional supply to the tissue. The metarteriole, its

precapillaries, the true capillaries, and the proximal venules, together

with the vasomotion, are collectively considered as the "structural and

functional unit" of the microcirculation of these tissues, at least.

*This term, in its most general sense, is used to refer to any active
change in caliber of a blood vessel; it is used in this report mostly
with the more restricted meaning described in this section.
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Zweifach saw that it provided a "precise mechanism for controlling the

rate and amount of blood flow through the bed" (22).

In addition to these basic observations, it was seen that there was

a structural "gradient of reactivity" (121, 122) of these architectural

vascular components to humoral agents and other stimuli. The precapillary

sphincters, metarterioles, terminal and larger arterioles, and venules--

in that order--were decreasingly reactive to epinephrine, histamine and

other agents, as judged by threshold doses required to elicit contractile

and dilatory reactions. Epinephrine and other vasoconstrictors, topically

applied in threshold quantities, led to closure of the precapillary sphincters

but dilation of their metarteriole in which the flow velocity increased.

Histamine and tissue irritation either enhanced the dilator phase of

vasomotion, or abolished vasomotion altogether, producing an intense

dilation of the local area (grossly visible as hyperemia), with all pre

capillaries open. Denervation resulted in a similar dilation, but more

generally. These agents, then, shift the flow pattern from one type to

another; one can see that there can be both central nervous and local

humoral influences on the state of these vessels.

In later work and reviews, Zweifach and colleagues emphasized the

homeostatic importance of the basic pattern involving the structural

organization, high degree of smooth muscle reactivity, and vasomotion

of the microcirculation. The ratio of the number of thoroughfare

channels to true capillaries was believed to be inversely related to

the range of variability of the metabolic requirements of a given tissue

(116, 117). This basic pattern is thought to exist in skeletal muscle,

where the thoroughfare vessels lie mainly in the fascial planes, and

where this ratio is quite low (117, 125, 126). The ratio is higher in
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mesentery, about 1:1 in nictitating membrane, and high in the skin (117).

This vascular pattern, at least in tissues where it occurs, is believed

to be important in the regulation of tissue-capillary fluid balance, which

Zweifach (23, 118, 120, 121) proposes as taking place in a more complex

manner than was generally thought to be the case. While fluid is extra

vasated mainly through the walls of thoroughfare channels, the true

capillaries (aside from lymphatics) are viewed as being the principle

site of reabsorption, particularly during the constrictor phase of vaso

motion, when the true capillaries do not receive new flow from the parent

vessels, yet are not seen to collapse, but rather to fill with fluid, which

then reenters the thoroughfare channel at a distal point from the site of

reabsorption. This emptying of true capillaries is thought to be assisted

by "suction" forces set up at their junctions with the thoroughfares by

faster flow velocity in the latter, an idea essentially proposed earlier

by Jacobj (51).

This basic structural unit is certainly not ubiquitous, Wiedeman points

out, who feels that it is instead a specialization (114). Certain of its

component features, nevertheless, have been identified in a variety of other

species and tissues by a number of investigators. Virtually the entire

pattern described by Zweifach has been reported by Baez (3) to exist in

the wall of rat ileum and jejunum. The muscularis and mucosa contain

thoroughfare channels, with metarterioles and precapillary sphincters which

exhibit rhythmic vasomotion that results in intermittent flow in the true

capillaries. The parent arterioles, from which the metarterioles arise,

run in the submucosa and have continuous flow. While the following prep

arations have not shown thoroughfare vessels like the ones Zweifach des

cribed, both a complex vasomotion and precapillary sphincters, in addition

to other vascular architectural specializations, have been repeatedly seen
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by Clark and Clark in the rabbit ear transparent chamber preparation (25,

27-31) originally introduced by Sandison (97, 98), by Wiedman and by Nicol1

and Webb in the bat wing (73-75, 110, 111, 113) and by Lutz and Fulton in

the hamster cheek pouch (43, 69). Vasomotion in the vascular components

discussed is believed to have a directive and distributive function,

rather than a propulsive one (in the sense that the heart has), except

in the bat wing, where rhythmic venular contraction, coupled with a system

of valves, is thought to assist venous return (74). Preferential channels

and precapillary sphincters are thought to exist in human tooth pulp (82),

bulbar conjunctiva (65), and fingernail base (33), and in the coronary

bed of the dog (84).

In all of the above studies, the pattern of thoroughfare channels,

precapillary sphincters, and true capillaries as a structural unit has

never actually been demonstrated in the stomach, duodenum or pancreas of

any species. However, the presence of these in rat ileum and jejunum,

and in dog omentum and rat mesocolon would strongly suggest the probability

of their presence in duodenum and stomach walls and their mesenteries in

the rat, by virtue of the serial homology of all of these structures, and

of their general histologic similarities. A systematic examination of the

stomach and duodenum, using the direct approach techniques described above,

might well reveal a similar pattern there. The stomach is better known for

its arteriovenous anastomoses, to be discussed in a later section.

Indirect approach; evidence of functional significance of postarteriolar
vascular specializations in capillary - tissue exchange.” Studies of the

exchange of materials between intravascular and extravascular compartments

through capillary walls in individual tissues have provided indirect evidence

*In this and later sections, the term "capillary" is used to refer not only
to true capillaries, but collectively to all those microscopic vessels
participating in blood-tissue exchange, unless otherwise indicated.
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for uneven distribution of flow of blood or artificial perfusates through

these vessels in relation to this exchange. Interest in this phenomenon

for systemic vascular beds has grown partly out of studies in skeletal

muscle of capillary transport as a function of flow through the tissue,

as well as from the earlier studies of Krogh relating metabolic rate to

muscle capillary density. A characteristic feature of uncontracted

skeletal muscle is the approximately parallel geometric arrangement of

capillaries, both with respect to each other and to the axis of the muscle

fibers. This has permitted a number of quantitative derivations relating

blood flow, blood-tissue exchange rates and concentration gradients,

diffusion distances and other parameters to be made, which depend upon

this as a basic assumption, as well as those assumptions of uniform flow

distribution, certain metabolic and diffusion rates, and of steady state

conditions.

The equations developed in 1919 by Krogh and Erlang (60) and more

recently by Renkin (86) are for radial diffusion of oxygen and other small

ions and molecules from capillaries, and derive from the basic Fick dif

fusion equation:

dn/dt = PA(dc/dx) (1)

where, in the case of transcapillary transport, dn/dt is the rate of move

ment of a substance in the x direction across the endothelial wall of area

A and with permeability constant P. The driving force is dc/dx, the gradient

of concentration of the substance in the x direction. The permeability con

stant P is the ratio of the diffusion coefficient D for the substance in

the capillary wall to the wall thickness d, when d is constant. In the case

of oxygen consumption, and using the geometric model in which the capillaries

are seen as being evenly spaced, parallel, and each one just supplying its
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own "cylinder" of surrounding parenchyma, Krogh and Erlang (60) derived

the expression:

p 2 R2 R - r2
(To

-
TR) = - (1.15 R log10

- -
) (2)

d r 4

to relate capillary density and tissue metabolic requirements. The term

(To - TR) is the oxygen tension difference (in atmospheres) between the

center of the capillary (To) and the outer edge of the supplied cylinder

(TR), just able to exactly supply the tissue (such that TR = 0), which has

an oxygen consumption rate p (in emº/min), oxygen diffusion rate d (in cm”/
cmé/en/atm), and having cylinder radius R and capillary radius r (both in

cm). The minimum necessary oxygen gradient (To
-

R) can then be readily

calculated from the equation, the other terms being independently measured.

If the Pvo2 were found to be equal to or above this minimum value, the

tissue could then be said to be adequately supplied; a Pvo2 below this

value would indicate anoxia for some of the outer tissue cells of the

supplied cylinder, and the total oxygen consumption would begin to fall.

Theoretically, this could occur in several ways such as: by the perfusion

rate falling so low that the blood would be sufficiently extracted of 02
before the venous end of the capillary were reached that the gradient there

would be too low to supply the outer cells; from a decreased Paoz; or, from

an increased tissue oxygen consumption rate without adequate increase in

oxygen supply or opening of new capillaries. In active muscle, the number

of open capillaries would be expected to increase, which would result in

a lowering of the cylinder radius, R, and therefore the minimum Po2 gradient

needed to supply all the cells, even with an increased consumption rate.

Krogh (61) found, from calculations for resting guinea pig muscle with the

lowest observed capillary density, that this value did not exceed 50 mm Hg.
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Slightly larger experimental values have been reported by Pappenheimer

(77), who found a critical blood Pvo2 range of 55 to 60 mm Hg, below
which the consumption rate fell in resting striated muscle. He also

observed that if the perfusion pressure were reduced such that the flow

fell below about 40 cm.”/ min, with the Paoz held constant, that the oxygen
consumption similarly began to decrease. Somewhat lower figures have re

cently been obtained by Stainsby and Otis (104), who also reported a cri

tical value of blood Pvo2 below which the oxygen consumption rate fell

(in 02 consumption vs. flow and in 02 consumption vs. Pao2 curves). In

resting and twitched dog gastrocnemius this was found to be 25 and 10 mm

Hg, respectively. Yet Landis and Pappenheimer (64) cite a number of workers

who feel that, due to the finite dissociation time of 02 from hemoglobin

in capillaries at the tissue level in systems employing blood, the gra

dient calculated from the Krogh-Erlang equation may be too small, and have

reported reduced consumption rates and tissue Po2s in cases where the Pvo2

would indicate an adequate gradient. In such a situation, then, where the

Pvo2 would begin to fall below critical values as flow was reduced, the

consumption rate would start to fall, even with perfectly uniform capillary

distribution and function, before 100% of the oxygen is extracted from the

vessels. The 100% extraction point is gradually approached, as has been

noted by Landis and Pappenheimer for muscle (Fig. 12.2, p. 1022 (64)).

Presumably other tissues, even without as parallel a geometric capillary

arrangement as skeletal muscle, could exhibit a similar set of phenomena,

since even tortuous capillaries would have a roughly cylindrical volume

surrounding them that they supply (55).

It will be remembered that these theoretical determinations from the

venous oxygen tension of whether or not the tissue is adequately supplied
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rest, in part, on the assumption that the flow through the capillaries is

evenly matched with the amount of exchange that each does, whether they

are parallel or not. However if there is some arteriovenous shunting, for

example, and one is looking only at the mixed venous Po2, such information

concerning tissue anoxia cannot be inferred from the Pvo2 at only one flow

value. Even with high venous Po2 then, some parts of the tissue could be

quite anoxic. The error from so using one value of Pvo2 would then be
related to the degree of nonuniform matching of flow and extraction ratio

from vessel to vessel. Such shunt flow would appear as a deviation of the

obtained slope of an oxygen consumption vs. flow curve (in its flow-dependent

portion) from the slope of the theoretical line representing 100% extraction.

Renkin (86) has recently developed an equation to describe the diffusion

kinetics for capillaries expressed as capillary clearance:

-PSc - Q(1 - e-**/8) (3)

where C is the clearance (in cm”/min) from the vascular compartment of the

tissue (skeletal muscle), Q is the total flow (in emº/min), e is the base

of natural logarithms, and PS is the "permeability-surface area product"

for the capillaries of the entire bed, having units of flow (cm”/min). PS

is always dealt with mathematically as the product, never as separate factors.

This derivation involves essentially the same assumptions as in the case of

the Krogh-Erlang equation, and additionally assumes an "infinite sink" in

the tissue for the substance diffusing (the isotope K42 in this case), that

is, negligible (or at least correctable) back diffusion from tissue to

capillary. This expression contains a new term, PS/Q, which physiologically

defines the presence or lack of uniformity in capillary flow distribution

in relation to exchange (88). PS/Q is the ratio of the exchange capacity
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of a capillary to its flow. Maximal total tissue capillary clearance is

achieved when this ratio is uniform throughout the tissue. Extreme short

ness (and hence low surface area) of a capillary can be compensated for,

Renkin suggests, by a reduced flow rate, possibly brought about by pre

capillary sphincters and sharp branching angles, such as those Zweifach

(22, 118) has described.

Earlier considerations of the relationship between blood-tissue cap

illary transport and flow rate had, according to Renkin, studied exchange

in situations where it was essentially only blood flow-limited (52, 54, 70).

Equation (3) predicts that there will be, in curves of clearance vs. flow,

at low flows (altered by manipulating perfusion pressure), essentially flow

(or supply-) limited clearances. However, at higher flow rates, where the

transit time is shorter, there will be a gradual shift to "PS"-dependence

of the clearance, manifested by a leveling out of the clearance with in

creasing flow. The range of flow values over which the curve will be

flow-dependent will be determined by the permeability characteristics of

the substance. From experiments employing perfused skeletal muscle (86),

there were found to be slight deviations of experimental curves of C vs.

Q from theoretical ones over the range of flows studied, and therefore a

change in PS, probably reflecting a change in S, the surface area, rather

than in P, which is believed to remain constant. Renkin speculates that

this could be due to distension of small vessels or to critical opening

of unopened capillaries with increasing pressure and flow.

In skeletal muscle studies in which the capillary transport of various

substances has been examined as a function of the total perfusion rate, it

was discovered that the exchange-flow relationships also depended to a great

extent upon the manner in which the flow was altered. From these investiga
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tions it now appears that skeletal muscle, considered as an organ, has

essentially a "dual circulation." Conceptually, this involves a non

uniformity of flow distribution in which there is (1) a "nutritional"

flow to the muscle fibers, and (2) another "nonnutritional" flow, in

parallel with the nutritional, and functioning at least in part as an

arteriovenous shunt. This was first intimated in 1941 when Pappenheimer

(76, 77), studying oxygen consumption in isolated, perfused skeletal

muscle of the dog, found that over a wide range of flow values, blood

flow changes produced by altering the perfusion pressure and by non

nervous changes in vascular tone (for example, epinephrine) did not alter

oxygen consumption (calculated by the Fick principle). Sympathetic vaso

constrictor nerve stimulation, however, decreased both flow and oxygen

consumption. Since he also observed that the a-v difference in tempera

ture was increased when flow was reduced by lowering the pressure or by

giving IV epinephrine, but that a decrease in flow produced by sympathetic

nerve vasoconstriction was accompanied by a decrease in the a-v difference

in temperature, he concluded that these nerves "divert blood from parts of

the muscle through regions in which the oxygen consumption and surface

available for heat loss are small" (76). Nakamura had actually observed

earlier (1921) that stimulation of sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerves led

to a decrease in oxygen consumption as well as flow in striated muscle at

a time when prevailing belief was that sympathetic nerve stimulation actually

increased the parenchymal metabolic rate per se; however he did not propose

such a shift in vascular flow distribution as an explanation (71).

In the late 1940s and early 1950s others, some in attempts to obtain

techniques for the indirect monitoring of blood flow rate, found evidence
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that capillary transport in skeletal muscle depended upon what is thought

to be the nutritional vascular surface area available for exchange. If a

radioisotope, such as Na”, is injected into the muscle or other tissue,

the removal of label by the circulation can be followed independently

24 haswith an external counter. The rate of this tissue "clearance" of Na

been found to increase with an increase in the observed number of capillaries

in the case of skin (15), and with reactive hyperemia (70) and exercise

(50, 108) but equivocally with epinephrine (70, 108) in the case of muscle.

Also, it should be noted that, unlike the case of oxygen consumption, which

was studied mainly above its flow- (or supply-) dependent range of flows,

clearance of injected Na” has been found to be dependent upon the total

flow, when flow was changed by altering the pressure. Indeed Walder found

that this disappearance rate in muscle increased linearly with flow, but

abruptly reached a plateau at about 150 cm”/min, which required perfusion

pressures in excess of 200 mm Hg (109).

In 1955 Renkin found that the uptake-time curves for several substances

diffusing from blood to tissues could be characterized mathematically as the

sum of two exponential terms, one indicating rapid diffusion and thought to

represent a region which was "well perfused," and the other with slower

diffusion, believed to represent a "poorly perfused" region, with circula

tion in parallel with the first (85). Earlier cited reports of more than

one diffusion component had been interpreted as evidence of multiple

extravascular compartmentation. It is believed that the "well perfused"

and "poorly perfused" regions correspond to the nutritional and nonnutri

tional circulations, respectively. Renkin has confirmed these observations

using the radioisotope K42 (87).
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Increases in total flow following stimulation of sympathetic chol

inergic vasodilator nerves to skeletal muscle have been shown to be due

to flow increases in the nonnutritional ("poorly perfused") regions within

a1 (10) and bythe muscle. This was seen as early as 1956 by Beavers et

Covino et al (32) in dog hind limbs as an early concomitant of immersion

hypothermia, and which could be blocked by a tropine. Hyman et a 1 in 1959

demonstrated that, while most procedures (including sympathetic vasocon

strictor nerve stimulation, increased muscle metabolic requirements,

and flow increases brought about by pressure increases) apparently influence

the flow through the two regions in a proportionate manner, active cholin

ergic vasodilation elicited by hypothalamic stimulation involved only the

nonnutritional flow (50). This action of cholinergic vasodilator nerves

has been confirmed by others for the case of oxygen consumption (90, 92).

Skeletal muscle vasodilation produced by inhibition of sympathetic vaso

constrictor tone has been shown to increase the oxygen consumption rate,

apparently due to an increased flow to the nutritional areas (90, 92, 103),

while confirmation that stimulation of sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerves

to muscle decreases the 02 consumption, and also the tissue uptake of Rb86,
along with flow decreases, has been provided by Renkin and Rosell (89).

The anatomical basis for this "dual circulation" in striated muscle

does not yet appear to be entirely settled. There is some question con

cerning the presence of arteriovenous anastomoses, proposed by Pappenheimer

(76, 77) to explain his observations. While Piiper and Rosell in 1961 (81)

found, using intraarterially injected microspheres, that in the skinned

cat hindlimb only 3% of the total flow, even with vasodilator nerve stimu

lation, passed through channels in excess of 20 u diameter, and that none

were obtained in the venous outflow with diameters over 40 pu, they cite

Dieter who found that, in the isolated dog gastrocnemius, 17.5% of the
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total spheres added to the arterial side traversed channels over 20 u

diameter, with 4.3% passing through those of 30 u, and 1.2% through shunts

of 40 u or over. This may be a true species difference.

While arteriovenous anastomoses might help to explain the nonnutritional

flow, another possibility is contained in the more recent suggestion (41)

that the arrangement described by Zweifach and Metz in 1955 (125, 126)

prevails, in which thoroughfare channels exist in the cleavage planes of

the muscle and send true capillary offshoots down into the muscle fibers

themselves, the true capillaries being provided with precapillary sphincters

that exhibit vasomotion. Barlow et al. (9) have offered quite convincing

evidence to support this hypothesis. These workers injected Na2% intra

arterially and intramuscularly into several limb muscles of the cat and

observed the disappearance curves for the label. A fast and slow com

ponent were seen, much as they were by Renkin. Using radioautography,

the fast component of Na” was found to be evenly distributed throughout

the muscle tissue, whereas that associated with the slower distributing

fraction localized in the intramuscular septa and tendons. The 1atter

part of the circulation they prefer not to call "shunt" or "nonnutritional"

flow, since India ink injections indicated that, although these parts of

the tissue have a less rich capillary network than the muscle fibers them

selves, what they do have could be considered a nutritional bed in its

own right.

It also appears now that vasoactive drugs and sympathetic vasocon

strictor tone changes that affect the nutritional capillary exchange

surface of the muscle fibers do so through action on the precapillary

sphincters (41, 87, 89–92). One could now refer to all this striated

muscle work as indicating a tissue-to-tissue type of nonuniformity of flow
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distribution, which has been recognized for some time, as well as an

example of uneven flow distribution within an individual microcirculatory

bed. It would appear that a single postarteriolar bed may supply more

than one tissue in the strict histological sense of the term.

Intravascular Pressure and Postarteriolar Flow Distribution

The role of intravascular pressure in locally determining the pattern

of flow through capillary beds has been disputed for years. Quite aside

from the Engelmann-Bayliss myogenic theory of autoregulation is the phenome

non of "critical closure" of the microscopic vessels, first predicted and

confirmed microscopically and by pressure-flow curves by Burton and coworkers

in 1951 (20, 72). This holds that as the distending transmural pressure

in the microcirculation is reduced below certain still-positive values,

the elastic tissue in the walls of terminal arterioles and metarterioles

is brought to its unstretched length by reduction of vessel caliber, render

ing the wall "unstable" (no longer able to maintain passive tension), which

then collapses and closes the lumen, due at this point to the active tension

from smooth muscle acting alone, which suddenly "wins" over the pressure.

The mathematical basis for this was approximated by the Laplace equation

for cylinders, T = P . r, where T is the total wall surface tension (active

+ passive), P is the distending transmural pressure, and r is the vessel

radius (wall thickness was apparently neglected mathematically in this early

treatment). Precapillary sphincters, thought to lack elastic tissue al

together (21), are always "unstable," and since they are thereby unable to

develop and maintain passive tension, they can never maintain a graded con

striction. Therefore they will either be closed or completely open over a

wide range of pressures, depending upon the amount of active tension (con
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strictor tone) in their smooth muscle. The value of 10cal transmural

pressure at which any given vessel critically closes will then be depen

dent upon the amount of this tone (20). An increase in tone has been

repeatedly observed to increase the value of critical closing pressurek

for the entire vascular bed, along with a shift in the position of the

pressure-flow curve to one for higher vascular resistance (45, 72). A

deviation in active vascular tone of precapillary sphincters then, at

perfectly constant perfusion pressure, would tend to shift their critical

closure point to one extreme end of the pressure range or the other, such

that a given sphincter, previously open over most of the physiological

pressure range would then be closed over this range, or vice versa. It

is this then that permits the observed opening and closing of precapillaries

in vasomotion. As early as 1921, before the concept of critical closure

had been proposed, Hooker (49) expressed the opinion that, at physiological

pressures anyway, local chemical and nervous influences and not the intra

vascular pressure determined which capillaries would be open. Thus once

above the pressure required to "critically open" those capillaries which

"ought to" be open for the given metabolic circumstances of the tissues,

raising the pressure further would not open more channels. Indeed Zweifach

(118) has observed in the case of the frog mesentery that raising the

pressure, once within the range of 15 to 40 mm Hg, did not open more

sphincters, but increased the flow velocity in the thoroughfare channels

instead, while narrowing the true capillaries.

Nevertheless, in the lower pressure range, the opening and closing of

nutritional channels could theoretically significantly affect their trans

port function. Using the rat mesoappendix preparation, direct microscopic

* The value of positive pressure where a sufficient number of vessels have
critically closed to completely stop all arterial inflow, a gross
phenomenon.
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confirmation of critical closure has been provided (4-6). In the nerve

intact preparation, precapillary sphincters were consistently observed

to close at static transmural pressures over a range of +5 to +25 mm Hg,

and the metarterioles at even lower values. In the denervated preparation

however, the precapillary sphincters closed over the range 0 to +25 mm Hg,

and the metarterioles remained open even at 0 pressure. The precapillary

sphincters probably would open and close at perfusion pressure heads even

higher than these static pressures, allowing for pressure drop along the

downstream pathway.

Although Pappenheimer (76, 77) noted that flow changes brought about

by perfusion pressure changes within the range above 50 mm Hg did not alter

the observed 02 consumption, a reduction in consumption was observed below

50 mm Hg pressure. Walder has noted for skeletal muscle that at or below

a certain critical flow rate (altered by changing the pressure) clearance

by the circulation of intramuscularly injected Na” ceased altogether, which

he interpreted as a sudden shift of flow from nutritional capillaries to

shunt vessels. It may have been due to critical closure of precapillaries

regulating flow to the nutritional channels (109). Lambert observed that

if the pressure head of perfused skeletal muscle remained below 60 mm Hg

during the reactive hyperemia period following occlusion ischemia (63),

apparently part of the nutritional capillaries failed to open, and the

increase in flow from dilated upstream arterioles passes instead through

preferential channels or other shunts. A similar phenomenon is thought to

occur in the terminal parts of the hepatic portal venous bed, which is

quite different from that depicted by various investigators for the arterial

circulations of other tissues. Brauer and colleagues have noted that a

number of liver functions, including bile secretion and radiocolloid uptake,
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which presumably depend on the sinusoidal surface available to the circu

lation, are significantly reduced at flows at or below 1.5 emº/min/gm
(flows reduced by reducing pressure) (16-19). They have interpreted this

as a shutdown of a part of the sinusoids by some form of critical closure,

possibly of sinusoidal vascular sphincters, thought by Knisely to exist

there (58).

Arteriovenous Anastomoses

Arteriovenous anastomoses (AVAs), long known from anatomical studies

of preserved tissue, provide, as has been suggested above, the most ob

vious possibility for bypassing the capillary exchange area. It is thought

that these shunts probably exist in every tissue of the body, although not

necessarily as a prominent feature (121). They are usually of microscopic

size, with typical inside diameters ranging from 5 to 40 pu. Their struc

ture, while ordinarily that of a short, muscular connection between an

arteriole and nearby venule, occasionally takes the form of the bizarre,

coiled "glomus" (114).

The gastrointestinal tract has been one of the regions most studied

in the attempt to determine the anatomical and physiological nature of AVAs.

Their functional role, and indeed, very existence, particularly in the

stomach, is a partly unanswered question. Some of the disagreement, as

in the case of skeletal muscle, may reflect species differences, and in

addition, the condition of the tissue at the time of examination, and the

nature of the techniques employed in the study. In 1952 Walder (106) ob

served the passage of glass spheres ("ballotini") up to 140 pu in diameter

through the vessels of the distal two thirds of the human stomach, using

surgically excised specimens perfused with either oxygenated human plasma

or blood. These spheres, he concluded, must have been traversing AVAs,
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as no capillaries ever reach these dimensions. He made further studies

with vasoconstrictors and vasodilators which revealed that, most probably,

the AVAs remained open (except at higher pH-ca. 7.6 to 7.8), with the rest

of the microcirculatory bed undergoing changes in resistance, such that

the total flow and glass sphere concentration were inversely related.

However, flow changes produced by merely altering the perfusion pressure,

including raising it from 80 to 180 mm Hg, did not change the sphere con

centration in the venous perfusate.

In addition to earlier anatomical studies, the work of Walder had been

inspired by the demonstration of apparent sympathetic control and in vivo

opening of AVAs in the stomachs of surgical patients by Barclay and Bentley

in 1949 (7). They observed that within two to three minutes of the opening

of the peritoneum, the stomach veins suddenly changed "from purple-blue to

dusty pink." The oxygen saturation of the venous hemoglobin was found to

increase from 74% of 91% with this color change”. This could be prevented

by sympathetic nerve block preoperatively. If these surgical specimens,

when then excised, were compared with specimens taken from cadavers, the

mucosae of the latter were found to fill with radiopaque material, while

this did not occur in the case of the surgical stomachs. The color change

then was apparently due to the opening of AVAs, which stayed open during

the isolated perfusion after excision, bypassing the mucosa; AVAs in the

cadaver stomachs, where the mucosae filled, must have failed to open.

Although Walder (107) states that probably no more than 5% of the total

*My calculations indicate that this could have been produced by a final
arterial shunt admixture amounting to approximately 65% of the total flow
(irrespective of any shunting that may have existed before the color change),
as well as an increase in the total flow with no change in the degree of
shunting or oxygen consumption.
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flow passes through AVAs in the excised surgical stomach specimens, Boyd

(14) emphasizes, from the earlier work of Zweifach (which did not include

the stomach) that thoroughfare channels (presumed to exist in the stomach,

nevertheless), being more numerous than AVAs, probably function at least

as partial shunts, with some exchange occurring across their walls, although

less in relation to their flow than for true capillaries—a similar suggestion

to that made for skeletal muscle (cited above). Barlow has also reported

AVAs in human stomach submucosa (8).

More recently though, the new techniques for indirectly measuring

blood flow distribution in intact organs have permitted experiments the

results of which seem to cast some doubt on the functional significance

of AVAs in the intact digestive tract. These include the tissue uptake

and blood clearance of radioisotopes (which presumably depends mainly upon

flow through nutritional channels), and microcirculatory uptake of glass

spheres containing the raioisotope Na24 (by trapping of those spheres

exceeding capillary dimensions at vascular bifurcations). Delaney and

Grim (39), in comparing blood clearance kinetics of K42 and of Na”
-microspheres in near-intact canine stomachs, found remarkable agreement

in values for tissue distribution of flow measured by these methods, and

also between total gastric flow measured by K42 clearance and by direct

monitoring of venous outflow with watch and graduate cylinder. The spheres

ranged in diameter from 12 to 40 pu. No more than 1% to 2% of those over

12 u, and none over 16 to 20 pu were found to pass through the vascular

bed. These results led them to conclude that AVA shunting is not signi

ficant under these circumstances in this organ. Delaney and Custer (38)

have confirmed this using Rb86 blood clearance, and have extended it to the
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study of other gastrointestinal organs, some of which, such as the pancreas

and esophagus, are quite unamenable to direct flow measurements. Steiner

and Mueller (105) have determined blood flow distribution in the rat gastro

intestinal tract, using the Rb86 uptake method.

Results regarding AVAs in the rest of the gut are equally controversial.

While Grim and Lindseth (cited by Steiner and Mueller (105)) found a 2% to

4% shunt flow for the dog jejunum and ileum using Na”-glass microspheres,

Baez (3) has been unable to demonstrate any AVAs in the small intestine of

the rat, possibly another species difference. Steiner and Mueller, however,

assume that shunt flow is small or negligible in their flow distribution

studies in the dog small intestine.

The above glass microsphere studies, it should be noted, do not rule

out possible thoroughfare channel shunting, as these vessels are of capil

lary dimensions. Also, the above results of Delaney and Grim comparing

total flow of the dog stomach measured directly and with the K42 method

are only said to agree within 5%, which is of the order of magnitude of

shunt flow thought by Walder (107) to pass through AVAs in the stomach.

Assuming that their existence can be demonstrated, the function of

AVAs remains somewhat obscure. Distinct from preferential channels,

Zweifach has observed AVAs in the living mesenteries of the rat and dog

(22) and of the frog (116), and noted that they seem to be open during

the constrictor phase of vasomotion of the metarteriole and its capillaries

that the AVAs bypass. He feels that their function is simply to shunt

blood past capillaries during this phase when it would be advantageous for

the exchange vessels to so have a diminished flow, and also to augment

venous return. AVAs have been observed in normal cutaneous tissue by
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Clark and Clark in the rabbit ear preparation, who noted that these

structures have a very active rhythmic vasomotion (26-28). It is generally

conceded that, at least in the skin, AVAs function in heat regulation (114).

The microcirculation of the spleen has been examined in the 1iving

organ by Knisely (56, 57), Peck and Hoerr (79, 80) and others (40, 101, 102)

in a number of species. Its flow pattern has been demonstrated to be highly

complex and quite controversial. It includes intermittent flow through

venous sinuses, thought to take place by means of vascular sphincters, to

gether with a specialized form of vasomotion. Parpart et al (78) have esti

mated that one in ten of the arterioles in the mouse spleen empties directly

into the collecting venules, which would suggest that a certain degree of

a-v shunting could occur in the spleen, but not necessarily 10% of the total

flow.

Preliminary Observations and Theoretical Considerations
Leading to the Present Investigation

Preliminary results for oxygen consumption (Qoz) vs. flow (Q) curves

using the isolated, perfused rat spleen, stomach, pancrease and duodenum

have recently been obtained (11). Employing an artificial perfusate con

sisting of a modified Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer with albumin (4%),

and containing 1 to 2 ml 02 per 100 ml entirely in physical solution, the

Qo2, calculated by the Fick principle, was found to increase approximately

linearly with increasing Q to about 12 to 16 ml/min absolute perfusate flow,

where it then reaches a plateau, thought to represent the true oxygen con

sumption rate of the tissues. High venous Po2 values, well in excess of

the highest values predicted by the Krogh-Erlang equation as being needed

for adequate capillary-tissue 02 gradients, were found even at very low
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flows, which suggested the possibility of arteriovenous shunting.

In order to investigate this, an attempt will be made to reproduce

the Qo2 - Q curves obtained in the preliminary work, using the same

preparation. The very Q-dependence of Qoz at low flows is probably a

manifestation of 02 supply limitation. To test this, the rate of in

crease of Qoz with increasing Q will be examined in relation to the total

02 supply rate over this range of flows, utilizing spontaneous daily varia

tions in the amount of 02 that could be dissolved in the perfusate.

A simple theoretical model, based in part upon the known or suspected

vascular anatomy of the tissues, will be presented, which is able to ex

plain the basic observations. Essentially it holds that if these tissues,

considered as a whole, could have their circulation represented as a nutri

tional and a nonnutritional (shunt) set of elements in parallel, any shift

in relative flow distribution between these two parallel circulations ought

to appear as a change in the ratio of the slopes of the calculated 100%

extraction line (02 supply curve) and of the Q-dependent part of the Qoz -
Q curve. On the other hand, with a proportionate change in the relative

flow distribution through these circulations, this ratio would remain the

same. If, in addition to such a change in the relative flow distribution,

the nutritional surface area available for capillary-tissue 02 exchange

were to be decreased, due to a reduction in the number of open nutritional

channels, the Qoz at the plateau ("Qozmax") would be expected to fall. To

further examine the proposal here of a shunt and nutritional circulation

in parallel, and of variable nutritional exchange surface through the action

of precapillary sphincters, drug-free Qo.2 - Q curves will be compared with

those obtained in the presence of vasopressin, a well-known constrictor of
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the microcirculation, particularly of the gut (34, 35, 115), including more

specifically, the rat mesentery (13). It is generally believed, as described

above, that for skeletal muscle changes in total flow of blood or other per

fusate induced by non-nervous means (including vasoconstrictor drugs) involve

proportionate changes in flow through the nutritional and shunt circula

tions in this tissue (64). If this holds true for the rat tissues considered

here, and since vasopressin is not known to have any inhibitory effects on

the metabolic rate directly, this drug would be expected to reduce the

Qo2max of the oxygen consumption vs. flow curves, but not alter the slope

of the flow-dependent characteristic (assuming constant arterial 02 supply

in all cases).

In a few preparations, the spleen will be removed from the perfusion

circuit (by ligation of its vessels), with and without vasopressin, in an

effort to further analyze the preparation for types and locations of non

uniformity of the distribution of flow and oxygen consumption.

The discussion will include a consideration of the additional compli

cation of critical closure of vessels at low flows and pressures.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Animals

Male rats of the Long-Evans strain, obtained from Simonsen Labora

tories, and weighing from 270 to 560 gm, were used. They were fed a

standard rat diet of Wayne Lab-Blox. During the twenty-four hours prior

to use, they were fasted but allowed water ad libitum.

Perfusion System

This perfusion system is derived from a preparation originally

developed by Anderson and Long in 1947 for rat pancreatic endocrine studies

employing the isolated, perfused organs (2, 68). It has been recently modi

fied by Grodsky et al for the investigation of the mechanism and control of

insulin secretion (47). With further modifications it has been adapted to

the present investigation, as described here.

Apparatus.

A diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1, and photographs in

Figures 2 and 3. A list of specific components is given in the caption of

Figure 1. The perfusate reservoir, with its glass column tilted slightly,

functions, besides as a storage vessel for perfusate, as a gas-fluid equili

bration chamber. A mixture of 95% 02 - 5% C02 flows into the reservoir

flask from the side as shown, and up the column. The return perfusate flows

down the glass sides in the column, exposing a large surface area of the

fluid for oxygenation and CO2 equilibration. Perfusate Po2 values of 400
to 600 mm Hg are commonly reached by this process, which then is the oxygen

tension delivered to the arterial side of the tissue circulation. The

reservoir flask was calibrated to the nearest 10 to 20 ml total fluid
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volume in the system by adding sufficient perfusate to the reservoir to

fill the tubing and obtain a return flow, and then in 10 ml increments there

after to the usual 310 ml.

Pulsatile pressure is achieved by means of a ZERO-MAX perfusion pump

consisting of a variable speed, motor-driven piston, and a pair of one-way

valves connected with a 15 cm length of rubber hose. This segment of hose

is flattened by the piston plate in the ejection stroke; it elastically

recoils in the filling stroke. Since the pump speed is kept constant at

108 strokes per minute at all times, perfusion pressure is regulated by

adjusting a screw clamp (C2) on a bypass tubing return to the reservoir.

The perfusate then passes through a bubble trap, past the "arterial" Po2
and pH sampling syringe and stopcock, and through the warming coil located

inside a lucite chamber which doubled as a water jacket for the coil and

as a warmed platform for the perfused tissues. The water circulated through

this perfusion chamber is thermostatically maintained at 37° C by a heater

and pump (PA) (American Instrument Co.) shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

units shown were later replaced with a Haake Circulator (Series F) to

perform the same function.

Arterial pressure is continuously monitored near the arterial cannula

by means of a Statham P 23 AC pressure strain gauge and Grass (Model 7)

Polygraph. A bypass tubing, regulated by screw clamp C1, conducts perfu

sate back to the reservoir during gas equilibration before the tissues

are connected into the system. During the perfusion, however, it is nor

mally closed. The venous outflow from the organs, sampled for Po2 with

syringe and needle J2, runs through stopcock S2 and back to the reservoir

through the funnel, except during flow measurements. Flow is monitored by
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directing the venous outflow through S2 such that the fluid empties into

a polyethylene vial suspended by a hook from the tongue of a Grass (Model

FT .03) force-displacement transducer. The flow is also recorded on the

Polygraph. The pressure channel was adjusted for the recording of mean

pressures, and calibrated with a pressure bottle and mercury manometer.

The trace could be read approximately to the nearest 5 mm Hg. For the

flowmeter channel, the pen deflection was calibrated by adding known volumes

to the vial, and could be read to the nearest 0.1 ml. In any one flow read

ing, the ratio of total volume to total time is determined to obtain mean

flow rate during the flow recording time, which varied from a few seconds

to a minute or more depending upon the flow rate. Placed below this and

shown in Figures 2 and 3 (but omitted from Figure 1) is a lucite dish

with a syringe-operated tube drain (J3) for catching and returning spilled

perfusate to the reservoir. In some instances the vial was emptied into

this container for rapid filling and refilling sequences.

Oxygen tensions of samples drawn at points $1 (arterial) and J2 (venous)

were measured with a Beckman Oxygen Macro Electrode (Clark type) in conjunc

tion with a Beckman Zeromatic pH Meter (Model 96). The Po2 electrode was

calibrated and adjusted utilizing natural gas and room air as the Po2 2ero

and standard, respectively. It was possible to read Po2s on the meter to

the nearest 10 mm Hg. In some of the experiments polyvinyl tubing was used

for the warming coil, as well as for the rest of the tubing between arterial

and venous sampling points. As it was found that there was a significant 02

1oss through this tubing to the surrounding media, the system was calibrated

for losses and corrections were made. Replacement of much of this tubing

between these points with glass, especially the coil, solved the 02 loss

problem.
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The oxygen losses through the tubing were determined by simply

connecting the arterial and venous cannulae with a 2 to 3 cm piece of

tubing (as in the cannula pressure drop calibrations discussed below),

and then taking Paoz and Pvoz samples and meter readings over the same

flow range as used for the tissues. The same arterial and venous perfu

sate sampling points were used as in the tissue Qo2 determinations. An

oxygen loss (mm Hg) vs. flow curve was obtained, and these Pozs were then

subtracted from Pao.2 values read from the meter during tissue perfusion,

at corresponding flow values, to obtain the true Paoz at the beginning of
the arterial tree in each case.

A few samples were drawn at S1 for pH determinations. The pH was

measured with a Beckman Blood pH Electrode and Meter.

Perfusate.

The perfusate was a modified Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer contain

ing 4.0% bovine serum albumin (Difco Laboratories) as the oncotic agent.

Other ions were present in the final mixture in the following concentrations

(all in mea/L); ca", 2.1; H2PO4", 1.5; HC03", 30.; c1", 126.; K’, 6.55;
Na", 139. These included the K*, Na” and C1 from the albumin stock solu

tion. Fresh perfusate was prepared for each preparation. About one half

hour was allowed for gas equilibration with it, after it had been added to

the reservoir and was circulating through bypass routes. At the end of this

time, the pH was measured and, if necessary, adjusted to 7.4 with 0.1 N NaOH

or HC1; it usually remained within 0.1 pH unit of this value throughout the

experiment, dropping slightly if there was any change.

Dissection and maintenance of perfused organs.

The rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (Pentosol, H.C.
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Figure
1

Semischematicdiagramof
perfusionsystem.Componentsare:R,
perfusatereservoirandgas equilibrationcolumn;P1,ZERO-MAXperfusionpump(withpistonshownin

ejectionstrokeposition);
V1andV2,one-wayvalves;
B,bubbletrap;C3,airoutletclamp(openonlyduringfillingof bubbletrap);J1andS1,arterialperfusatesamplingsyringeandstopcock,respectively;

P2, lucitechamberdoubling
aswaterjacketforwarmingcoilandas
perfusionplatform;J2,venous perfusatesamplingsyringeandneedle;S2,stopcockfordivertingvenousoutflowfromreturnto

reservoirintovial,D,duringflowmeasurements;
F,
funnel;WiandWo,waterjacketinflowand outflow,respectively;

G,
warmingcoil(withtruetubingcalibernotshown);0,
perfusedorgans; KaandKy,arterialandvenouscannulae,respectively;

T3,
Tele-Thermometer;
P3,
temperature probe;T1,pressuretransducer;

T2,
force-displacementtransducer;
C2,screwclampforregula tingperfusionpressure;C1,screwclampon

arterialbypasstubing. Thesystemappearsessentially
asitwouldduring
a
venousoutflowmeasurementexcept:

(1)thatthearrowbesideC1
indicatesthebypassflowonlybeforebeginningtissueperfusion, afterwhichthisclampisclosed(andremainsclosedthroughoutthe

experiment),trappingthe smallamountof
perfusateshowninthefigure,and(2)thatthetipsofbothvenousoutflow pathwaysbeyondS2areatthesamelevelasthevenouscannuladuringtheperfusion(andnot elevatedas,forreasonsof

artisticexpediency,thediagramwouldindicate).Shadedareas indicatepartsnormallyfilledwithperfusateduringan
experiment,exceptfortheheadof T1,whichisfilledwithsaline.Omittedfromthediagramare:J3,thelucitedishand

syringe-operated
tubedrainsometimesusedtoemptythevialduringrapidfillingandre fillingsequences;P4,thewaterheater,pump,andtheirbathreservoir;thetubedrainingthe stomach;allothermeteringandrecordingdevices.Components

J3andP4areshowninFigures
2and3.
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Figure 2

Perfusion apparatus. Experiment not in progress. For
legend see caption of Figure 1. Note Grass Polygraph
(upper right), water bath, pump and heater, and base of
overhead lamp used to warm the preparation (upper left),
cylinder of 95% 02-57 CO2 (lower left), and other items
omitted from Figure 1.
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Perfusion apparatus.

Figure 3

View showing reservoir and gas
equilibration column more clearly. For explanation of
symbols, see Figure 1. Experiment not in progress.
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Burns), 66 mg/kg body weight, injected intraperitoneally. The abdomen was

laid open with an incision first through the skin, and then along the linea

alba through the musculature and peritoneum, from the genitalia to the

xiphoid process. After division of the mesenteries binding the duodenum

and pancreas to the colon, and after ligation and division of the superior

mesenteric artery, the entire colon and small intestine up to the duodenum

were removed. The line of demarcation between duodenum and jejunum was

taken to be the end of the ischemic segment of small intestine after 1jiga

tion of the superior mesenteric artery. The esophagus was tied and severed

near the stomach, the gastrohepatic ligaments divided, the hepatic portal

vein located, and the aorta freed from its surrounding tissue and secured

with a ligature (but tied only later). Approximately 0.1 ml of 1000 U per

m1 sodium heparin (University of California Hospital Pharmacy) was injected

at this time into the inferior vena cava to minimize clotting during the

organ transfer period. The aorta was then clamped above and below the

celiac axis, the portal vein (and the hepatic artery and bile duct along

with it) tied and cut as near the liver as possible, and the stomach, pan

creas, duodenum and spleen removed en bloc from the animal, placed on the

perfusion platform, cannulating first the celiac artery, and then the por

tal vein. A short length of aorta above and below the celiac was removed

with it, which is slit open longitudinally on the side opposite the celiac

opening, acting thus as a flare to facilitate cannulation. Perfusion was

begun immediately after cannulation.

The total dissection time, from the first incision to beginning of

perfusion, averaged 48 minutes, during the last of which the organs were

ischemic for an average of 9 minutes during transfer. Torsion of the vessels
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was avoided during the cannulation. A small incision was made in the

relatively avascular fundus of the stomach, and the contents of this and

the duodenum were washed out with saline. A tube was then inserted through

this opening and tied in place. This served as a drain for secretions

during perfusion, keeping the organs decompressed. The temperature probe

of a Tele-Thermometer (Yellow Springs Instrument Co.) (T3 in Figure 1

3) was inserted under the tissues for continuous temperature monitoring.

Any necessary adjustments of the cannula to maximize flow were made at

this time, after which the organs were covered with a wet 4 x 4 inch

gauze sponge and a square of Parafilm, and left undisturbed, if at all

possible, during the perfusion, except for a few inspections for edema

formation. To assist in maintaining the tissues at a constant 370 C, an

overhead lamp was lowered to a position just above the covered preparation.

Once in place, the tissues were perfused at a total pressure head of

50 mm Hg (not corrected for cannula pressure drop), referred to as the

"resting pressure," until the determinations for the Qoz - Q curves were

begun. In my own preliminary pressure-flow studies, the resting pressure

was 90 mm Hg (uncorrected); it was lowered, however, in the present oxygen

consumption studies in order to reduce the tendency for edema formation.

This period (i.e., the warm up time-from beginning of perfusion to the

first Qoz - Q determination for the curves reported) in the present studies

averaged 31 minutes, and was required in order to attain the temperature

of 37° C, to assure an adequate, reproducible flow rate, and to make other

necessary adjustments. Each Qo2 - Q curve consisted of about 8 individual

Qo2 - Q determination (8 pressure levels). The total perfusion time (includ

ing the half-hour warm up period) in experiments with one such curve averaged

76 minutes when only one determination was made at each pressure, but 89
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minutes when two or three determinations were made at each pressure level.

The Qo2 - Q curves themselves (excluding the warm up time) required an

average of 38 minutes each for completion. The individual Qoz - Q deter

minations took three to four minutes, including, in order, the flow measure

ment, and the arterial Po2 and venous Po2 samplings and readings.

In four preparations the splenic vessels were ligated after obtaining

a control (i.e., spleen-intact) Qoz - Q curve. Three or four ties were

placed near the spleen well in advance of their ligation; each tie included

several of the splenic vessels. Two of these experiments were done without

vasopressin; the other two had 1.7 mu/ml vasopressin both before and after

spleen vessel ligation.

Method of Changing the Pressure to Obtain the Curves

A random order of pressure changes was used in all cases here for two

principle reasons. First, this was the technique used in the preliminary

Qo.2 - Q studies (11), which the present work in part attempts to reproduce.

Secondly, unreported pressure-flow curve determinations of the present inves

tigation revealed that, if stepwise pressure changes were made, forming "as

cending" and "descending" limbs of the pressure-flow curve, these limbs were

frequently not congruent. Randomization of the pressure change order, by

drawing numbers, would lessen the effects of these spontaneous, insidious

and progressive changes in the vascular resistance and possibly flow distri

bution within the tissues, which would appear then as more scatter of points,

rather than a change in the shape or a shift in position of the whole curve.

Pressure values given in graphs are the pressure heads across only the

vascular bed itself, the pressure drop across the cannulae having been sub

tracted from the total pressure values which are those that were recorded.

The arterial and venous cannulae were calibrated for their pressure drop in

the following manner. With all conditions otherwise the same as during a
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typical tissue perfusion, the arterial and venous cannulae were connected

with a 2 to 3 cm piece of polyvinyl tubing. A pressure-flow curve was then

produced with this arrangement. Separate pressure-flow curves for the arterial

and for the venous cannula, using a stopwatch and graduate cylinder, revealed

that essentially the entire resistance to flow in the system without the

tissues was in these cannulae. Roughly 80 to 90 per cent of the total

pressure drop across the combined cannulae was across the arterial cannula.

Due to accidental breakage, three different arterial cannulae were used.

In each case, the pressure-flow curve actually used for the corrections of

the total (recorded) pressure was obtained with the arterial and venous

cannulae connected with tubing as described above. To obtain the pressure

head across the perfused tissues then, the total pressure drop across both

cannulae at any given flow was simply subtracted from the total recorded

pressure at that flow. A single venous cannula was used throughout the

experiments. In all of these calculations, the side pressure beyond the

venous cannula was taken as zero. The tips of the venous outflow pathways

were always kept level with the venous cannula (see caption of Figure 1).

Administration of Vasopressin

Vasopressin was obtained as Pitressin (20 Pressor Units per ml, Parke,

Davis and Co.)”. In these studies, it was freshly prepared for each prepara

tion by a preliminary twenty-fold dilution with perfusate. Only one final

perfusate concentration was employed: enough of the diluted Pitressin was

added to the reservoir to give 1.7 mu/ml.

*The commercial preparation Pitressin is known to contain, besides vasopressin,
some corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) and other impurities. Conceivably,
these additional substances could affect the results. However it is most
probable that the pressor and other vascular effects to be noted are
attributable to vasopressin. The term "vasopressin" will be used throughout
this report with the understood reference to Pitressin.
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Weighing and Drying of Tissues

Immediately after completion of an experiment, the organs were opened,

cleaned of their contents, and partially dried by blotting. They were then

air-dried for at least two weeks, at the of which time they were weighed.

All organs from a given preparation were dried and weighed together, except

in the spleen ligation experiments in which the spleens were handled

separately.

Calculation of Oxygen Consumption

The Fick principle, in combination with Henry's law, was used for these

calculations employing the equation

Paoz - Pvo2
Qoz = 0.023( ) Q (4)

760

where the terms Qo2 and Q are the oxygen consumption and flow, respectively,

both always expressed, unless otherwise indicated, in ml/min/gm (dry tissue

mass), (Paoz-Pvo2/760) is the a-v oxygen tension difference in atm, and

0.023 is the Bunsen coefficient, O., in mloz/mlperfusate/atºpoz. This value

of O. appears, from the results of Sendroy et al in 1934 (100), to be the

best one for such a solution as this perfusate, with its characteristic

protein concentration and temperature.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Drug-Free, Perfused Preparation

Relationship between oxygen consumption and total flow.

The Qoz - Q relationship of eleven controls (eleven different prepara

tions) not paired with vasopressin is given in Figures 4-12, 37, and 38;

the last two named also served as controls for the two preparations in

which the effects of ligation of splenic vessels was examined in the drug

free state. Before best-fit curves could be drawn through the points obtained

in each preparation, it was necessary to make reasonable assessments of the

general shapes of the curves that would be formed by these points. In seven

of the eleven cases, the Qo2 was found to rise quite linearly with Q from

at or near the origin up to a point corresponding to an average value of Q

of about 7 ml/min/gm, where the Qo2 seemed to form a plateau, presumably

representing the true aerobic metabolic rate of the tissues, and designated

the Qozmax (Figures 5-8, 12, and 37). In the remaining 4 preparations (Figures

4, 10, 11, and 38) an apparently linear flow-dependence of the oxygen con

sumption was observed, but a 8°2max was not observed, which was therefore

not designated for these preparations. To fit curves to the points in prep

arations with a 8°2max. it was decided (1) to fit the linear, flow-dependent

characteristic of the curve with a straight line, using the "method of least

squares," (2) to fit the *2max part of the curve with a horizontal straight

line, and (3) to connect these parts with a smooth curvilinear segment,

which seemed to reasonably fit the data, and also best in view of the pre

dictions of the Krogh-Erlang equation (as illustrated in Fig. 12.2, p. 1022

(64)).
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In order to carry out these procedures, it was necessary to first judge

which Qo2 - Q points could reasonably be considered as forming the flow

dependent part, and which as forming the Qo2max. This was done in all cases

by visual inspection. The value for 8°2max is simply the mean Qoz of those
points considered a part thereof. In each preparation, the points so chosen

(in cases of possible confusion because of overlap) for either the Q-depen

dent part of the Qo2max are indicated in the figures.

The values of the regression coefficients (slopes) and y-intercepts,

m1 and b1 respectively, for the Q-dependent parts of the Qoz - Q curves of

these preparations are tabulated in Table 3. It will be noted that the aver

age y-intercept is very close to zero and positive (mean b1 = +0.00096 ml/

min/gm. The mean Qo2max for those preparations in which it was obtained

is 0.038 + 0.007 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm, which is shown, together with the

individual values, in Table 5. The corresponding m and b values for those

preparations without a Qozmax were calculated by simply utilizing all the

points obtained, and are also shown in Table 3. They were included in the

calculation of the mean ml and b1 for the unpaired control experiments.

The mean absolute Qo2max for the above seven preparations (i.e.,

those unpaired controls that showed a 8°2max) is 0.082 ml/min. This is

a little lower than the mean value of 0.100 ml/min obtained in seven prep

arations in preliminary experiments (11). However, on the basis of dry

tissue mass, the preliminary results gave a mean Qo2max of 0.080 ml/min/gm,

considerably higher than the one obtained here. This may have been due to

the presence of more fat in the present preparations (which had a mean dry

mass of 2.4 gm-vs. 1.3 gm in the preliminary work), as white adipose tissue

is reported (1) as having what amounts to 1/10 to 1/60 the Qoz of some of
the other tissues in the preparation.
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In order to determine the likelihood of the establishment of a steady

state in the system at each pressure level within the time normally needed

to obtain the flow and Po2 measurements, two successive Qo2 determinations

were made at each pressure in preparations 5 and 6. No consistent varia

tion was seen between the first and second Qoz determinations at each level,

which were then averaged for the results reported here for those prepara

tions (Figures 8 and 9).

Additional control curves may be seen in Figures 21 and 22, in which

the controls were paired with curves obtained (following the control) in

the same preparation in the presence of vasopressin. These were not used

in the above calculations. The results for these are tabulated in Table 2.

A simple model of the vascular bed; shunt and nutritional elements in
Parallel

In addition to the fundamental Qo2 - Q relationship itself, discussed

so far, certain typical features of other quantities were observed. The

Pvo2 usually remained in excess of 200 mm Hg and rarely fell below 150 mm

Hg. This was true even at the lowest flows obtained. Also, in order for

the flow-dependent characteristic of the Qo2 - Q curves to be as linear as

it was, and to pass essentially through the origin, the Pao2-Pvo2 values

(i.e., a-v Po2 difference), from which the Qoz is in part calculated, must

have been fairly constant over this flow range in each case, aside from

some scatter of the Paoz-Pvo2, since the Qoz is then essentially equal to

a constant multiplied by the single varying quantity Q. In order to examine

this, a single representative example (Prep. No. 2), chosen partly for its

low degree of scatter, is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The first is a plot

of Po2 vs. Q; the second is the corresponding Qo2 - Q graph with some fea
tures noted in addition to those given in Figure 5. In Figure 13, it will
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Figure
5

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow.Controlexperiment. Prep.No.2.

Single-tailedpoint:usedinboth theQozmaxandslope(ml)calculations;double tailedpoints:usedonlyin*2maxcalculation.
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Figure
6

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow.Controlexperiment. Prep.No.3.

Single-tailedpoints:usedinboth theQozmaxandslope(ml)calculations;double tailedpoints:usedonlyinQo2maxcalculation.
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Figure
7

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow.Controlexperiment. Prep.No.4.

Single-tailedpoints:usedinboth theQoandslope(mu)calculations;double tailed"points:usedonlyin*2maxcalculation.
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Figure
8

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow.Controlexperiment. Prep.No.5.

Single-tailedpoint:usedinboththe

andslope(ii)calculations;double-tailed
QoFº■ á.usedonly
i

Qo2maxcalculation.
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Figure
9

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow.Controlexperiment. Prep.No.6.

Doubletailedpoints:usedonlyin Qo
calculation. 2max
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Figure10

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow. Prep.No.17.NoQ92

-

max

Controlexperiment.
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Figure12

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow. Prep.No.30.

Single-tailedpoint:usedinboth theQmaxandslope(mu)calculations;doubletaileåpóints:usedonlyinQ92X
calculation.

Controlexperiment.
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be noted that, if one considers the Paoz-Pvoz vs. Q curve, and going from

higher to lower flows, the Paoz-Pvo2 increases to a value slightly in excess

of 200 mm Hg beginning at a flow of about 6 ml/min/gm. There seems to be

only a very slight gradual rise of Paoz-Pvo2 at flows below this, which

was observed in other preparations also. The Paoz values corresponding to

the points for a-v difference of *oz are also plotted in the figure. As

in this example, the Paoz typically increases somewhat with increasing flow

through the system, thought to be a result of decreasing 02 losses through

the polyvinyl tubing of the parts of the perfusion apparatus leading to the

arterial cannula as the flow is raised. Above a flow of 6 ml/min/gm, the

Pao2- Pvo2 decreases while the Pao2 increases.

Figure 14 is a graph of the corresponding Qo2 - Q curve for the pre

paration. In addition, and shown only in this figure is the line repre

senting 100% extraction of the oxygen, fitted only to the Paoz - Q points

corresponding to the Pao2-Pvo2 points used in the calculation of the slope

(i.e., regression coefficient, m1) of the flow-dependent characteristic of

the tissue Qoz - Q curve. The 100% extraction line (02 supply curve) was
itself obtained by the least squares method, with regression coefficient

and y-intercept designated m2 and b2, respectively, and shown for this and

the other control preparations in Table 3. Even with a rising tendency of

the Pao2 with flow, and thus not perfect linearity of the 100% extraction

line, this is reasonably approximated as a straight line, and will be dis

cussed further below.

Since the Po2 a-v difference vs. flow curves can be inferred from the

oxygen consumption vs. flow curves, the former are not shown for the other

preparations. Also, the m2 and b2 values, given for each preparation, pre

clude the necessity of showing each 100% extraction line.
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Figure13

Arterialoxygentensionvs.flow,and
arteriovenous oxygentensiondifferencevs.flow.Controlexperi ment.Prep.No.2.

Single-tailedpoints:usedin bothQozmaxandslope(ml)calculations;double tailedpoints:usedonlyinQozmaxcalculation. Datacorrespond
tothoseforFigures
5and14.In thecalculation

ofthe100%extractionline(see Figure14,andm2andb2ine.g.,Table2)onlythe unmarkedand
single-tailedPao.2
-Q

pointswere used(thesixatflowsbelowQT-7

ml/min/gm).
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Figure14

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Controlexperi ment.Prep.No.2.Notelinerepresenting100% extraction

of02(seeFigure13).Thepoint"X"
illustratesthemethodof

obtainingthepressure andflowpointsinFigure31,andisthepointof
intersection
ofthe
extrapolatedQozmaxandQ-depen dentcharacteristics

ofthecurve(seealsotext). Single-anddouble-tailedpoints,seeFigure13.
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In an attempt to explain the flow-dependence of the tissue Qo2 - Q

curve at low flows, two general hypotheses are conceivable, assuming com

plete viability of the tissues. One would be that there is an actual

change in the tissue metabolic needs, purely as a secondary response to

changing the flow rate, irrespective of the total rate of supply of

oxygen, or other factors affecting its accessibility to the parenchymal

cells. Conceivably, the tissue Qo2 could be dependent upon the rate of

delivery or removal of some humoral substance. However, as unlikely as

this is, such a proposition has been stated as one possible explanation

of a similar flow dependence of Qoz in the perfused dog myocardium (53).

A second possibility could most generally be labelled as a change in the

accessibility of oxygen to tissue cells with changing flow. Assuming for

the moment that the flow distribution through the vascular bed were perfectly

uniform at all flows, it is obvious from Figure 14 the Qoz could not remain

at maximal levels below a flow of about 2.5 ml/min/gm, where the 8°2max,
if extrapolated to the left, would intersect the 100% extraction line.

Therefore in this system, there must of necessity be a purely physical

supply limitation, at least at very low (i.e., less than 2.5 ml/min/gm)

flows. However, it will be seen that the flow-dependent part of the Qoz -

Q curve for the tissues starts to fall at flows quite in excess of this.

Although the Krogh-Erlang equation predicts a fall in Qoz with decreasing

supply rate of oxygen before the perfusing medium becomes 100% extracted

of oxygen, due to an inadequate gradient toward the venous end of capillaries,

the values of Pvo2 obtained in the present experiments are greatly in excess

of the approximately 50 mm Hg predicted by the equation for resting skeletal

muscle with the lowest capillary density observed, and confirmed by others

cited above. Furthermore, this would only explain the flow-dependence of
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Qoz at the highest flows where it is seen. This characteristic of the

tissues Qoz - Q curve would closely approach the 100% extraction curve at

lower flows, and would probably not be so linear, but more convex toward

the Qo2 axis. It is therefore necessary to propose an additional explanatory

factor, namely, that of nonuniform distribution of flow through the vascular

bed in relation to oxygen extraction. The model to be discussed now is

sufficient to explain the observations so far noted.

The entire perfused vascular bed is represented in highly simplified

form in Figure 15 as two elements in parallel. At the top is a shunt

channel, intended to represent all arteriovenous shunting in the perfused

tissues, including arteriovenous anastomoses, possibly-present thoroughfare

channels and any other vessels present that may function as a shunt. It

is considered to be a perfect shunt, that is, with no loss of oxygen from

the arterial to the venous end over the entire range of flows. Below this

in the diagram is a nutritional element or group of channels, representing

those microvessels which are involved in exchange of oxygen with the paren

chyma, including true capillaries and any other architectural specializa

tions to the extent that oxygen is supplied to viable, oxygen-consuming

tissues through their walls. Both the shunt and nutritional elements are

considered to be of independently variable caliber. The nutritional element

is variable, at least in part, it is proposed here, by virtue of the vari

ability of the number of open channels, which are thought to be regulated by

precapillary sphincters. These sphincters are known to exist in serially

homologous tissues, and are shown in the diagram on some of the representative

nutritional channels as thickenings of the walls on the arterial end.

An ideal situation based on this model is shown in Figure 16 and Table

1. In the system to be considered, certain relations between the variables
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Figure15

Representativemodeloftheentireperfusedvascular bed:shuntandnutritionalelements
in
parallel.For explanation

of
symbols,seeTable
1andtext.Note, inthenutritionalpart,thatfourofthechannels indicatedhaveprecapillarysphincters

atthearter ialend
(thickenings
ofwalls),oneofwhichisclosed. Onenutritionalchannelhasno

sphincter,
toillus tratepossiblechannelsthatlackthisfeature.Also, itisassumedthata11fluidextravasatedreturnsvia thebloodvessels.Onlythe

arteriovenousconnections, direction
offlow,andassumedfunctionalcharacteris ticsareintended

tobe
significant;neithertherela tivenumbersor

positions
ofthevariousvesseltypes inthediagram

is
intended
toconveysignificance.

Theletters"a"and"v"referto
arterialandvenous ends,respectively.
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Figure 16a

Oxygen consumption vs. total flow for ideal case. See
also Table 1, Figure 15, and text. Dashed lines repre
sent hypothetical position of Qoo - Q curve if the tis
sue had only nutritional flow. Flows A, B, and C are
three conditions considered in the calculations in
Table 1.

Figure 16b

Arterial oxygen tension vs. total flow (upper solid
line) and arteriovenous oxygen tension difference
vs. flow (1ower solid curve) corresponding to Figure
16a. Dashed line represents the hypothetical posi
tion of the Pao, -Pvoo vs. Q curve if the tissue had
only nutritions? flow. The position of the dashed
line has been calculated.
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Table1.Dataforidealcaseofoxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow(solidlinesinFigures16aandb), basedon

representativemodelof
vascularbed(Figure15).

Condition
QQnQsfnfsPvo2Pnvo2Psvo2PaozQozPaoz-Pvoz A20.6.14.0.30.73881275005000.068112 B15.4.5

|

10.50.30.735005005000.068150 C4.51.35
|

3.15
||
0.30.7350O5005000.020150

Definition
of
symbols:

Q=
totalflow(ml/min/gm).

Qn*totalnutritionalflow(expressedeitherin
ml/min/gm
atanygivenQ,orinpercentofQat

unspecified Q).

Qs*totalshuntflow(expressedeitherin
ml/min/gm
atanygivenQ,orinpercentofQat

unspecified
Q). fn=

fraction
ofQ

represented
byQn.

Equations:

fs*
fraction
ofQ

represented
byQs.

Q=Q,4Qs

Pvo2
*
finalmixedvenousoxygentension(mmHg).

fn+fs=1

Pnvo2
*
mixednutritionalvenousoxygentension(mmHg).

Pvo2
*
frºnvo2
+
fe?svo2

Pavoz
-
shuntoxygentensionjustbeforemixingwithPnvo2(=Paoz,mmHg). Paoz

-
arterialoxygentension(mmHg). Qo2-oxygenconsumption(ml/min/gm).

Paoz-Pvoz
-

arteriovenousoxygentensiondifference(mmHg).
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can be said to hold. The first is that:

Q = Qs + Qn (5)

where Q is the total flow, Qs is the total flow through the shunt element,

and °n is the flow through the nutritional element. The °s and °n may

also be expressed in terms of per cent of Q that each represents when

Q is not specified. In addition:

Pvo2 = fsPsvo2 + frºnvo2 (6)

where Pvo2 is the mixed venous oxygen tension of the entire bed, Psvo2 is

the shunt oxygen tension just before it mixes with Pnvo2, the nutritional

venous oxygen tension which is taken to be a perfect mixture of the venous

tensions of all of the open nutritional channels. The terms fe and fm are

the respective fractions of the total flow represented by the shunt and

nutritional flow, such that:

f_ + f = 1 (7)

The model will now be considered at three different flow rates, labelled

A, B, and C in Figure 16. In this, it will be assumed that fe and fm remain

constant at 0.7 and 0.3, respectively, and that the functioning nutritional

channels act in uniform fashion with regard to the extraction of oxygen.

These assumptions, made for the sake of simplicity, would probably not be

expected to hold in the living tissues, as some capillaries undoubtedly

would begin to extract all of their oxygen at higher flows than others (if

the flow were to be lowered), and some channels would undergo critical

c1osure at 1ow flows and pressures, which would theoretically alter the fs

and fm to some extent. In addition, it will be assumed that the arterial
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Po2 remains constant at all flows at 500 mm Hg, and that the Pvo2 is a

perfect mixture of Psvo2 and Pnvo2. If the flow, starting at a point within

the °2max flow range, is progressively reduced, the transit time for per

fusate passing through the system will rise, the extraction ratio of oxygen

from the nutritional channels will increase, reducing the Pºvo and grad2 *

ually increasing the Paoz-Pvo2. The Qoz of the system remains the same,

however, until a flow value is approached where the Qo2 will begin to fall.
Eventually that point (B) will be reached where the nutritional vessels just

begin to extract 100% of their oxygen. In this ideal case, this is taken

to be a sharp point, although in a real system there would be a splay at

this change in the Qo2 - Q curve due both to the fact that not all capil

laries reach the 100% extraction point at the same total flow in the system,

as well as that from the predictions of the Krogh-Erlang equation (Eq. (2)),

the Qo2 of a given capillary would start to fall even before all the oxygen

had been removed from it, once the capillary-tissue 02 gradient had fallen

below critical levels. If, now, the total flow were made up only of the

nutritional flow, the point of 100% extraction would be reached at a flow

of only 4.5 ml/min/gm (C in the diagram), and the Qoz - Q relationship would

follow the dashed line. Also, the Pao, -Pvo, vs. Q curve would follow the2 2

dashed line instead of the solid one. With both the shunt and nutritional

channels present however, the a-v oxygen difference would increase to point

B, but would not increase further at flows below this, provided, again, that

fs and fm remained constant, and that the other above assumptions held. The

actual numbers in Table 1, other than the arbitrarily assigned values, were

calculated by first determining the Paoz-Pvo2 at point B using Equation (6)

above, then the corresponding Qo2 (9°2max) using Equation (4) and assuming

a total flow of 15 ml/min/gm. The 100% extraction line was calculated, the
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8°2max extrapolated to intersect it, and the corresponding flow at C

determined. For condition A, a flow of 20 ml/min/gm was assigned, and

the unknowns calculated using the above equations.

It can be seen in Figure 16a that the ratio of the slope (m2) of the

100% extraction line to the slope (ml) of the flow-dependent characteristic

of the tissue Qo2 - Q curve is the same as the ratio of the flow at point

B to that at C. And since the flow at C can be taken as the nutritional

flow (Qº) if the total flow (Q) is the value at B, the ratio m2/ml can be

taken as a reasonable approximation of the ratio of Q to Qp. Also, 100/

(m2/ml) would then be the per cent nutritional flow through the tissue,

and the shunt flow as 100 minus this value. The relative fractions (ex

pressed in per cent) of total passing through shunt and nutritional elements

were estimated for each preparation using this method. The m2/ml and other

values are given for the control preparations in Table 3.

Relationship between slope (regression coefficient, m1) of the Qo2 - Q
curve and the mean Paoz of points corresponding to this part of the Qo.2 -
Q curve (m1 vs. Paoz).

If it is correct that the Qo2 is Q-dependent because of a supply

limitation of oxygen in the nutritional channels, which would then be

extracting virtually 100% of the oxygen in this range of flows, the slope

(ml) of the Q-dependent part of the tissue Qoz - Q curve ought to increase

with increasing mean Paoz for these points. Taking advantage of spontaneous

daily fluctuations in the amount of oxygen that could be dissolved in the

perfusate, these variables are plotted in Figure 17A and B. Part A is a

plot of these values as they were actually obtained; part B is a plot of

the averages of the ordinate values from part A for each of the 50 mm Hg

intervals indicated. Indeed there seems to be a gradual rise of m with
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Figure 17

Slope (regression coefficient, m1) of flow-dependent
characteristic of Qoz - Q curve vs. mean Pao.2 of
slope. Control (drug-free) experiments. Prep. Nos.
1-6, 17, 8, 30, 26, and 29.

"Mean Pao.2 of slope" refers to the arithmetic mean
of the Pao.2 values of only those Qoz - Q determina
tions which were used in the calculation of the

regression coefficient, m1. Each open circle in
part A of the figure represents a single perfused
preparation.

17 A: Walues for each preparation.

17 B: Averages of ordinate values from part A over
the abscissa intervals indicated (i.e., for example,
the first interval is 300 < Pao.2 - 350 mm Hg).
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mean slope Paoz, which is consistent with this hypothesis. The mean Pao2

values are given in Table 3. This graph would be equivalent to a plot of

m1 (ordinate) vs. m2 (abscissa).

The slope (ml) was apparently not related to the Q92max, nor did the

m2/ml appear to be related to the mean Pao.2 over corresponding flows. This

second fact is important in that it further reduces the likelihood of merely

a high Krogh-Erlang critical Pvo2 (due to low capillary density) as being

the explanation of the "shunting."

Relationship between Qo ax and ratio of slope (regression coefficient, m2)
of 100% extraction line §§ slope (regression coefficient, m1) of flow
dependent part of Qoz - Q curve (Qozmax vs. m2/mi).

A plot of these variables for each of the seven drug-free preparations

is given in Figure 18. The results suggest a possible increase in Qo2max

with increasing m2/ml. When the results of a similar plot in the case of

experiments with vasopressin unpaired with controls (Figure 34) are con

sidered in conjunction with this one, such a relationship between the

variables is even more suggestive. This implies that the maximal oxygen

consumption rate is a function of the degree of shunting, which makes less

likely the further possibility that some of the "shunt" flow is in fact

flow past damaged parenchyma consuming less oxygen than more viable parts.

To the extent that the 8°2max is any indication of the viability of the

preparation, it would seem that the presence of shunting might depend on

such viability.

The Effects of Vasopressin

Paired control and vasopressin (1.7 mu/ml).

In each of two preparations, after obtaining the control data, vaso

pressin was added to the perfusate reservoir to give a final concentration

of 1.7 mu/ml. A similar set of data was then obtained for the same PrePar”."
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Figure 18

Maximal oxygen consumption rate vs. ratio of slope
(regression coefficient, m2) of 100% extraction
1ine to slope (regression coefficient, m1) of flow
dependent part of Qoz - Q curve (Qo2max vs. m2/ml).
Drug-Free (control) preparations.
Prep. Nos. 2-6, 26, and 30.

The ratio m2/ml is proportional to the extent of
arteriovenous shunting (see footnote of Table 2, and
text). The values m, m1 and m2/ml are given indi
vidually in Table 3.T Note that these are all dimen
sionless numbers since the units of Qoz and Q, both
being in ml/min/gm, cancel when the regression co
efficients m2 and m1 are calculated.
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tion after it was determined from one or two flow readings that the vaso

pressin had clearly produced an increase in total vascular resistance,

having reached the tissue after two or three minutes from the time of

addition to the reservoir.

Relationship between perfusion pressure and total flow. The pressure-flow

curves for these preparations are given in Figurew 19 and 20. The curves

were drawn through the points by visual inspection. The vasopressin con

sistently produced a higher vascular resistance, shifting the pressure-flow

curve to the right. Considering the curves over their common range of flows,

a 250% to 300% increase in pressure was required to achieve the same flows

in the presence of vasopressin in one preparation (Figure 19) and a 100% to

180% increase for the other (Figure 20). In addition, the control vascular

resistance was considerably higher in Figure 19. Although there was some

what more scatter of points for the vasopressin curves than the controls,

they were reasonably stable over the approximately three quarters of an hour

required to produce the curves. This would mean that the drug consistently

raises the vascular resistance in this preparation. However this of course

reveals little about the postarteriolar vascular condition as far as flow

distribution is concerned.

Relationship between oxygen consumption and total flow. The Qo.2 - Q relation

ship for these two preparations are shown in Figures 21 and 22 and in Table 2.

The curves were fitted to the points in the same manner as described above

for the drug-free preparations. In Figure 21, a Qo.2max is present for both

the control and vasopressin curves, being shifted downwards in the case of

vasopressin from 0.051 ml/min/gm in the control to 0.015 ml/min/gm, a de

crease of 71%. The m2/ml ratio was 3.6 for the control and 2.9 for the

vasopressin curve, a decrease corresponding to a reduction in the estimated

per cent shunt flow (Qs) from 72% to 66% (see Table 2).





Figure 19

Total flow vs. perfusion pressure. Control (produced
first) paired with 1.7 ml]/ml vasopressin. Prep. No. 15.
The pressure values shown were obtained after correction
for cannula pressure drop.
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Figure 20

Total flow vs. perfusion pressure. Control (produced
first) paired with 1.7 mu/ml vasopressin. Prep. No.
18. The pressure values shown were obtained after
correction for cannula pressure drop.
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Figure21

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow.Control(producedfirst) pairedwith1.7mu/mlvasopressin.

Prep.No.15.

Single-tailedpoints:usedinboththeQo2

maxandslope

(ml)calculations;double-tailedpoints:usedonlyin Q2maxcalculation.
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Figure22

Oxygenconsumption
vs.flow.Control(producedfirst) pairedwith1.7mu/mlvasopressin.Prep.No.18.No controlQozmax.Single-tailedpoints:usedinvaso pressinQozmaxestimation.
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Table2.Pairedcontroland
vasopressin(1.7mu/ml).Controlcurveobtainedfirst.

Prep.Experiment|Regression
*y*
m2/mlNutritional
|

Shunt,flowMeanPao2ofQo2max No.
coefficientsinterceptsflow(Qº)*(Q.)*Qoz-Qcurve(ml/min/gm)

(ml/min/gm)
(%)(%)

&#ependent

part

mlm2b1b2(mmHg)

Control0.0045
||

0.016
||

-0.0026
–
0.0173.628724300.051

15
Vasopressin 1.7mu/ml|0.0041

||

0.012|-0.0020H.0.00222.934663500.015 Control0.0041
||

0.014
||

-0.00023-0.0070
3.42971360-

18
Vasopressin 1.7mu/ml|0.0023|0.016

||

-0.00070-0.00627.014864000.009
*From
y=mx+b,m1andb1areforthe
flow-dependentpartofQoz-Qcurves,whilem2andb2areforthe 100%extractionlinesfor

correspondingpoints. *Qa=

100/(m2/mi);
Qs=100-Qa,whenQnandQsareexpressed
inpercenttotalQ.
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The other preparation (Figure 22) did not clearly exhibit a 8°2max
for the control curve, which was therefore not drawn; the four points of

highest Q and 8°2max for the vasopressin curve could be considered to

represent the approximate position of the *2max there. Nevertheless,

for a rough estimate of the change, if the highest value of control

Qo2 on the drawn curve directly overlying the highest obtained Q is com

pared with the vasopressin 8°2max, this would appear to be a 70% reduc

tion. In this preparation, unlike the other, the m2/m.1 value increased

from 3.4 to 7.0 after vasopressin had been added, indicating an increase

in Qs from 71% to 86% of Q.

Vasopressin, in this dose, and when coupled with a control curve

obtained first, produced a reduction in the *2max (or the approximated

8°2max). but resulted in a variable direction of change of m2/m.1, and

hence extent of shunt flow. The results of these paired preparations will

be discussed in conjunction with the results in the case of unpaired vaso

pressin , compared with unpaired control experiments.

Unpaired vasopressin (1.7 mu/ml) compared with unpaired controls.

In an effort to rule out the possibility of deteriorative changes with

time contributing to the lowered °2max after adding vasopressin in the

paired experiments above (since the control, of technical necessity, pre

ceded the vasopressin curve), a series of unpaired vasopressin experiments,

employing the same concentration of the drug, were carried out. They were

produced in the same fashion as the unpaired controls with which they are

to be compared, except for the presence of the drug. Two of the experiments

of this group also served as "spleen-intact vasopressin controls" in a later

section of this report.



:
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Relationship between perfusion pressure and total flow. The pressure

flow curves for the nine unpaired vasopressin experiments are not indivi

dually shown, but the individual pressure-flow points (unconnected) for all

of these, together with those of the eleven unpaired control experiments

with which they are compared, are given in Figure 23. It will be noted

that the points for vasopressin are definitely shifted to the right of the

controls, indicating a higher vascular resistance in the presence of

vasopressin.

Relationship between oxygen consumption and total flow. The Qo2 - Q

curves are individually shown for seven of the nine unpaired vasopressin

experiments in Figures 24-30, the remaining two in Figures 41 and 42. Slope

data are given in Table 3; the 8°2max values are shown in Table 6. The curves

were fitted to the data in the same manner as those previously discussed. A11

nine of these curves showed a 8°2max" The slopes of the curves varied con

siderably from one preparation to another, as did the 8°2max" A comparison

of the pressure-flow values at the point of intersection of the extrapolated

flow-dependent and 8°2max characteristics (point "X" in Figure 14) for the

vasopressin and control groups compared here is given in Figure 31. The

mean pressure at which this occurred (vertical lines) was clearly higher in

the case of vasopressin than for the controls (87 vs. 42 mm Hg), and the mean

flow at which this occurred (horizontal lines) was somewhat lower in the vaso

pressin group (6.4 vs 7.2 ml/min/gm). This diagram is consistent with the

expectation that the presence of vasopressin necessitates a higher pressure

to produce the same flow, and affords some correlation of "hemodynamic" con

ditions with oxygen extraction conditions at the point of change from flow

dependence to Qo2max in the Qo2 - Q curves.
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A composite scatter diagram showing the control and vasopressin Qo2 - Q

points for all twenty unpaired experiments is given in Figure 32. Visual

inspection of the graph reveals relatively little scatter of points or

difference between the two groups up to a flow of about 4 ml/min/gm, above

which the scatter of all points increases. It is also apparent that there

are relatively few points of either group above a flow of about 10 ml/min/gm,

but that those that do occur there tend towards quite high Qo2 values. In

the range of flows between 4 and 10 ml/min/gm especially, it appears that

the vasopressin points tend to occupy lower positions than the controls.

In comparing these two groups of experiments, a comparison of means

and tests for significance of possible difference between these means were

carried out in the case of (1) the m2/ml values, (2) the Qozmax values, and

(3) the mean Qo2 values over various ranges of flow (irrespective of whether

the points were part of the flow-dependent or Qo characteristics of the2max

Qo2 - Q curves). The question of the m2/ml values will first be considered,

which, together with means, are given in Table 4 (vasopressin) and Table 3

(control). The results of the difference significance test are given only

here in the text. The vasopressin experiments had a somewhat lower mean

m2/ml value than the controls (2.6 + 0.2 vs. 3.3 + 0.2 (S.E.M.), respectively).

However this difference was not found to be statistically significant (t =

1.76, P -0.05 (two-tail test)). Since the scatter diagram only indicates

the relative positions of Qoz - Q slopes (ml values, which were quite similar

0.0050 (control) and 0.0052 (vasopressin)), it would not be expected to reveal

the above difference in means of the m2/m.1 ratios, and hence the extent of

shunt flow (Qs), which was lower, but apparently not significantly so, in

the presence of vasopressin.
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Figure 23

Scatter of points of perfusion pressure vs. total
flow. Unpaired control vs. unpaired vasopressin
experiments. Control prep. Nos. 1-6, 17, 8, 26,
29, and 30; vasopressin prep. Nos. 16, 19-24, 27,
and 28. Note the shift to the right for the points
from vasopressin experiments.
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Figure24

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Vasopressin,

1.7ml]/ml.Prep.No.16.
Single-tailedpoints: usedinboththeQozmaxandslope(ml)calculations; double-tailedpoints:usedonlyinQo2maxcalculation.

\
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Figure25

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Vasopressin,

1.7ml]/ml.Prep.No.19.
Double-tailedpoints: usedonlyinQozmaxcalculation.
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Figure26

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Vasopressin,

1.7mu/ml.Prep.No.20.
Single-tailedpoint: usedinboththeQoxandslope(ml)calculations; double-tailedpoints:TüsedonlyinQö2maxcalculation.
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Figure27

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Vasopressin,

1.7mu/ml.Prep.No.21.
Single-tailedpoints: usedinboththeQozmaxandslope(ml)calculations; double-tailedpoint:usedonly*92maxcalculation.
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Figure28

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Vasopressin,

1.7mu/ml.Prep.No.22.
Single-tailedpoint: usedinboththeQo2maxandslope(ml)calculations; double-tailedpoints:usedonlyinQo2maxcalculation.
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Figure29

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Vasopressin,

1.7mL/ml.Prep.No.23.
Single-tailedpoints: usedinboththeQomaxandslope(ml)calculations; double-tailedpoints;usedonlyinQozmaxcalculation.
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Figure30

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Vasopressin,

1.7ml]/ml.Prep.No.24.
Single-tailedpoints: usedinboththeQomaandslope(ml)calculations; double-tailedpoints:TüsedonlyinQö2maxcalculation.
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Figure 31

Pressure and flow values corresponding to the point
of intersection of extrapolated flow-dependent and
Qo2max characteristics of Qoz - Q curves for unpaired
control and vasopressin experiments (see point "X" in
Figure 14) which exhibited a 8°2max.
Control (dashed lines): mean pressure = 42 mm Hg (vertical
line), mean flow = 7.2 ml/min/gm (horizontal line).

Vasopressin (solid lines): mean pressure = 87 mm Hg (ver
tical line), mean flow = 6.4 ml/min/gm (horizontal line).
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Figure32

ScatterofQo2-Q
pointsforunpairedcontroland vasopressinexperiments.Control:prep.Nos.1-6 17,8,26,29,and30.

Vasopressin:prep.Nos. 16,19-24,27,and28.Notethatboththegreatest numberanddifference
of
position
ofthepointsof thetwogroupsappearsbetweenflowsofabout

4ml/ min/gmand10
ml/min/gm.
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Table3.

Unpairedcontrolexperiments.

Prep.No.Regression
**

y-intercepts”m2/mlNutritional
|

ShuntflowMeanPaozof

coefficientsflow(Qm)(Qs)Qo2-Qcurve

(ml/min/gm)
(7.)(7)
Q-dependent

part

mi”m,”**
|
*.*(mmHg)

1
0.00370.017+0.0040-0.0144.72179470

2
0.00620.013
-

0.00024|+0.00272.04951480 3
0.00540.017-0.00043|-0.00373.23268500 4

0.00660.018+0.0013
|-
0.00392.73763520 5

0.00410.019+0.0048
-
0.0204.72179530 6

0.00480.014+0.0020|-0.00232.93466430 170.00350.013+0.00022-0.0123.72773340 8
0.00440.013+0.00099|-0.00172.93466370 260.00630.018-0.00013|-0.000132.83664500 290.00520.016-0.0020-0.00263.13367500 300.00500.016+0.000069|-0.0033

3.13268470 mean (n=11)0.00500.016+0.00096-0.00623.3+0.2”
3169470 *Valueismean+

S.E.M. **Seetextandfootnote
inTable
2forfurtherexplanation.
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Table4.

Unpairedvasopressinexperiments(1.7mL/ml).

Prep.No.Regression
ºr

y-intercepts”m2/mlNutritionalShuntflow
I

MeanPaozof

coefficientsflow(Qn)(Qs)Qo2
-Q
curve

(ml/min/gm)
(7.)(%)
Q-dependent

part

mi”m,”**º,”(mmHg)

160.0043
||

0.0056+0.000017
|

+0.00861.37723370 190.00650.019-0.00052
||

-0.00683.03367470 200.0057
||

0.017
-

0.00068
||

-0.0103.03466450 210.0047
||

0.016+0.0022-0.0183.52971440 220.0035
||

0.012+0.0019-0.0113.52971320 230.0046
||

0.012-0.0016
-0,00802.63961280 240.00460.0088-0.0022+0.0121.95248310 270.0070

||

0.015-0.0011-0.00352.14753430 280.0056
||

0.016+0.0023
-
0.00582.93466460 *:::)0.00520.013+0.000035

|

-0.00472.6+0.2*
3862390 In= *Valueismean+

S.E.M. *Seetextandfootnote
inTable
2forfurtherexplanation.
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Table5.MeanQozovervariousflowintervals;Qo2max.Unpairedcontrolexperiments.
Prep.No.
ºQ92max

Q-O
-
Q<4Q=4102Q=4

(ml/min/gm)

1
0.0260.0170.0390.033--- 2

0.0220.0120.0360.0370.036
3
0.0240.0090.0370.0370.037

4.
0.0220.0200.0280.0280.026

5
0.0530.0090.0610.0430.076

6
0.0210.0140.0250.0250.025

-º-
170.0270.0060.0370.034---

8
0.0140.0090.0240.024--- 260.0290.0120.0380.0380.043 290.0300.0160.0400.040--- 300.0220.0110.0240.0240.024 mean:0.026

+
0.0030.012+0.0010.035
+
0.0030.033+0.002
||

0.038
+0.007 S.E.M. (n=11)(n=11)(n=11)(n=11)(n=7)
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Table6.

MeanQozovervariousflowintervals;Q92max.

Unpairedvasopressinexperiments(1.7mu/ml).

Prep.No.
*■ ”8°2max

Q-0Q&4Q=410=Q=4
(ml/min/gm)

160.0140.0110.0180.0180.017 190.0150.0100.0240.0240.024 200.0240.0150.0320.0290.033 210.0420.0130.0500.0400.062 220.0280.0110.0340.0250.043 230.0160.0070.0200.0200.020 240.0280.0120.0340.0300.037

cº-
270.0170.0140.0190.0190.019

280.0220.0190.0230.0230.023 meanit
0.023
+
0.0030.012
+
0.0010.028
+
0.0030.025
+0.0020.031+0.005 S.E.M.(n=9)(n=9)(n=9)(n=9)(n=9)





§

Qoz
(ml/min/gm) mean: S.E.M.

Table7.MeanQo2overvariousflowintervals;Qo2max.Unpairedcontrolvs.unpairedvasopressin
(1.7jai;experiments.

FlowIntervals
Qo

(ml/min/gm)2max

Q-0Q&4Q=410=Q=4
(ml/min/gm
)

Control (n=11)0.026
+
0.0030.012
+
0.0010.035
+
0.0030.033–0.0020.038+0.007

(n=7)

Vasopressin0.023+0.0030.012+0.0010.028+0.0030.025+0.0020.031
+
0.005 (n=9) t”1.63---1.512.480.88 p*>0.025

--->
0.0250.025-P-0.01
>
0.025

(one-tail)(one-tail)(one-tail)(one-tail)

*One-tailt-testswereperformed

usingthevaluesinthecolumnabovethetandP
valuesineachcase.
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The groups are next compared in terms of their 8°2max values and of

mean Qoz values over various flow intervals. These data (corresponding to

Figure 32) are given in Tables 5, 6, and 7. The Qo2max values for the con

trol and vasopressin experiments were 0.038 + 0.007 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm and

0.031 + 0.005 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm, respectively. This difference was not

statistically significant (t = 0.88, P × 0.025 (one-tail test)); nevertheless

the mean was lower in the case of vasopressin, which is consistent with

the findings for the paired experiments and with predictions.

A comparison of the groups as to their mean Qo2 values over various

intervals of flow took advantage of control curves which did not exhibit a

Qo2max, since other points on such curves leading up to the hypothetical

°2max could still be of greater Qo2 value than points on a vasopressin curve.

The entire range of flow (Q - 0) was first considered. In obtaining these

values, the Qoz values within each preparation were first averaged (given in

Tables 5 and 6); a mean of these averages was then determined for each

group. That for the controls was 0.026 + 0.003 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm, while in

the vasopressin experiments it was 0.023 + 0.003 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm; this

difference was not statistically significant (t = 1.63. P × 0.025 (one-tail

test)).

In order to avoid the inclusion of points in the calculations which

fell in the lower flow range (Q “4 ml/min/gm) where it was felt that there

was little significance of differences, means were determined and tests of

significance were next done on (1) the points in the flow interval Q & 4

ml/min/gm, and (2) the points for all Q 2 4 ml/min/gm. The control and vaso

pressin means for the Q44 ml/min/gm interval were the same, both being

0.012 + 0.001 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm, so no tests were done. The Qo2 means

for the Q2, 4 ml/min/gm interval were 0.035 + 0.003 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm and
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0.028 + 0.003 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm for the control and vasopressin preparations,

respectively; this difference was not statistically significant (t= 1.51,

P × 0.025 (one-tail test)). Nevertheless, a lower mean for vasopressin is

consistent with above results. The lack of difference between the Q9, means

for the Q- 4 ml/min/gm range is consistent with the results for the mean m1

values of the two groups, for which a test of significance of difference was

not performed.

The flow interval 10 ml/min/gm 2 Q 2 4 ml/min/gm, where the greatest

difference of position of control and vasopressin points appeared (from

visual observation of Figure 32) to lie, and which excluded the fewer but

higher Qoz points, as well as those at flows less than 4 ml/min/gm, was

next examined. The means for the control and vasopressin groups were 0.033

+ 0.002 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm and 0.025 + 0.002 (S.E.M.) ml/min/gm, respectively.

This difference was found to be "possibly significant" (t = 2.48, 0.0252 P →

0.01 (one-tail test)), and is in the right direction to be in agreement with

the results for the paired experiments.

The observations of direction of change of means and tests with unpaired

control and vasopressin here indicate a trend for the Qo2 curves to be shifted

downwards to lower Qoz values in the presence of the drug. It is felt that

the high degree of individual variation from preparation to preparation, seen

clearly when the individual curves are examined in both groups, coupled with

relatively small numbers of experiments, is at least partly responsible for

the general lack of statistical significance of the means of the Q92 tested.

The possibility that the pronounced lowering of the 8°2max by vasopressin

when paired with control curves that preceded the experimental ones is in

part due to deteriorative changes with time is not ruled out, but seems less

1ikely in view of the trend here. Also, repeated control determinations of
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Qo.2 - Q curves in the same preparation, requiring a period of extra time

equivalent to that utilized in obtaining a vasopressin curve if it followed

a control, did not produce any consistent change in the relative position

of the Qo2 - Q points.

The overa 11 results with vasopressin, while of limited conclusiveness,

nevertheless are suggestive of the correctness of the functional mode 1 of

the vascular bed. The paired experiments offer the stronger evidence for

this statement. It would indicate the probable presence of a variable nu

tritional capillary surface area, probably by means of precapillary sphinc

ter-regulated individual capillaries. The accessibility of oxygen to the

tissue cells was apparently reduced, assuming that vasopressin has no direct

inhibitory effect on the tissue metabolic rate itself (aside from changes in

oxygen accessibility), which it is not known to have. This interpretation

would also explain the finding by Kolls and Geiling in 1924, who injected

unanesthetized dogs with unspecified doses of a posterior pituitary extract

(presumably containing the active pressor substance), and obtained an average

of 53% reduction in total body Qo2 (as determined by the Fick principle),

accompanied by intense paling of exposed vascularized areas, and an "intense

constriction of arterioles and capillaries" in the ear, aa observed by direct

microscopic examination (59).

Relationship between slope (regression coefficient, m1) of the Qo.2 - Q curve
and the mean Pao? of points corresponding to this part of the curve. The

plot of these variables for the unpaired vasopressin experiments is given in

Figure 33, and the individual values in Table 4. There is a suggestion of a

rise in the slope of the flow-dependent characteristic of the Qo2 - Q curve

with a rise in the average Pao2 of the points composing it. This would mean

that the value of this slope is indeed an oxygen supply-limited quantity, and

is consistent with the results for the unpaired control curves.
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Figure 33

Slope (regression coefficient, m1) of flow-dependent
characteristic of Qoz - Q curve vs. mean Pao2 of
slope. 1.7 mu/ml vasopressin experiments. Prep.
Nos. 16, 19–24, 27, and 28.

"Mean Pao, of slope" refers to the arithmetic mean
of the Pad 2 values of only those Qoz - Q determi
nations which were used in the calculation of the

regression coefficient, m1. Each dot in part A
represents a single perfused preparation.

33 A: Walues for each preparation.

33 B: Averages of ordinate values from part A over
the abscissa intervals indicated (i.e., for example,
the first interval is 250 < Paoz < 300 mm Hg).
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Figure 34

Maximal oxygen consumption rate vs. ratio of slope
(regression coefficient, m2) of 100% extraction line
to slope (regression coefficient, m1) of flow-depen
dent part of Qoz - Q curve (Qo2max vs m2/ml). 1.7
mu/ml vasopressin experiments. Prep, Nos. 16, 19-24,
27, and 28.

The ratio m2/ml is proportional to the extent of
arteriovenous shunting (see footnote of Table 2, and
text). The values m2, m1 and m2/ml are given individually
in Table 4. Note that these are all dimensionless numbers
since the units of Qoz and Q, both being in ml/min/gm, can
cel when the regression coefficients, m2 and ml, are cal
culated.
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There did not appear to be any relation between the slope (ml) and the

Qo2max of the preparations, which was also the case for the control experi

ments. Nor did there appear to be any relationship between the m2/ml and

the mean Pao2 of points used in the calculation of m1 over corresponding

flow ranges. This would mean that the Qo2max is determined indeed by the unique

metabolic requirements of each preparation and not the available oxygen

supply, and that apparently the extent of shunting is also not related to

the oxygen supply rate.

Relationship between the Qo ax and the ratio of the slope (regression co
efficient, m2) of the 100% extraction line to the slope (regression coeffi
cient, m1) of the flow-dependent part of the 902 - Q curve Q92max VS -
m2/mi). In Figure 34, there is a suggestion of a possible relationship

between these variables, which, if present, would indicate that the maximal

oxygen consumption rate is a function of the extent of shunting. It would

also serve to increase the likelihood that such a relationship in fact

exists for the drug-free state, but it may, of course, be unique for the

preparation in the presence of vasopressin, if it exists there.

The effects of Splenic Vessel Ligation With and Without
Vasopressin

In an effort to partially determine the distribution oxygen con

sumption and flow, on an organ-to-organ level, the splenic vessels were

ligated after having obtained (1) a drug-free, spleen-intact control Qoz -

Q curve in each of two preparations, and (2) a spleen-intact, 1.7 mu/ml

vasopressin "control" Qoz - Q curve in each of two other preparations.

This might also offer some indication of how the oxygen consumption and

flow are redistributed after the addition of vasopressin to the spleen

intact preparation.
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Splenic vessel ligation in the drug-free preparation.

Relationship between perfusion pressure and total flow. The ligation of

the splenic vessels resulted in about 40% to 50% reduction in total flow,

both absolutely and per gram, over the common range of pressures. This is

shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36, in which it should be noted that this

flow difference is not the flow per gram dry spleen, which is a considerably

higher number than that for the rest of the tissue, since the dry spleen

weighed only 7.8% as much as the total dry spleen-intact preparation. The

pressure-flow curve had the usual somewhat sigmoid shape.

Relationship of oxygen consumption to total flow. These graphs are Figures

37 and 38. In Figure 37, the preparation exhibited a 8°2max for both the

intact preparation and the remaining organs after removal of the spleen

from the vascular system. It was reduced by 54%-from 0.043 ml/min/gm to

0.020 ml/min/gm-which would indicate a much higher *2max for the spleen

on the basis of dry tissue mass than for the remainder of the organs (0.32

ml/min/gm vs. 0.020 ml/min/gm) (Table 9). There was essentially no change

in the m2/mi values (Table 8).

The preparation indicated in Figure 38 showed no clear 8°2max for the

spleen-intact condition, but did for the splenic vessel ligated state, where

it was 0.026 ml/min/gm. Assuming, for the sake of estimate, that the highest

Qo2 obtained on the drawn curve (overlying the highest obtained Q) in the

spleen-intact preparation approximates its Qozmax, there is seen to be about

a 50% reduction in the Qozmax, indicating a spleen Qozmax of about 0.4 ml/

min/gm. Also, in this preparation, not only was the ml value decreased

(Table 8), but the m2/ml was about doubled, corresponding to a Qs (shunt

flow) increase from 67% to 84%.





Figure 35

Total flow vs. perfusion pressure. Spleen
intact control paired with same preparation
with splenic vessels ligated. Prep. No. 26.
The pressure values were obtained after cor
rection for cannula pressure drop.
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Figure 36

Total flow vs. perfusion pressure. Spleen
intact control paired with same preparation
with splenic vessels ligated. Prep. No. 29.
The pressure values were obtained after cor
rection for cannula pressure drop.
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Figure37

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Spleen-intact controlpairedwithsamepreparationwithsplenic vesselsligated.Prep.No.26.

Single-tailed points:usedinboththeQozmaxandslope(ml) calculations;double-tailedpoints:usedonly inQ92maxcalculation.
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Figure38

Oxygen°onsumption
Vs.totalflow.*Pleen-intactcontrolPairedwithsamePreparationwithSplenicVesselsligated.Prep.No.29.ControlCurveshowedno*2max.°ingle-tail...aPºint:usedinboththe%2maxandslope(ml)**leulations,double-tail:Points:usedonlyin*2ma**lculation.
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Table8.Effectofsplenicvesselligation
inthedrug-freepreparation.

Prep.No.ExperimentRegression”y-intercepts”m2/miNutritionalShuntflow

coefficientsflow(Qm)(Qs)

(ml/min/gm)
(7)(7)

*

mi"m,"bi”b2

Control (Spleenintact)0.006.3
||

0.018-0.000013-0.00762.83664

26

Splenicvessels ligated0.0061
||

0.016-0.00089.-0.00192.73763 Control (Spleenintact)0.0052
||

0.016+0.0020-0.00263.13367

29

Splenicvessels ligated0.0027
|

0.017+0.0017
-
0.00716.12684 *Seetextandfootnote

inTable
2forfurtherexplanation.
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In absolute numbers, these results would indicate that the spleen

accounts for a little less than half the total flow (in the pressure range

studied), but somewhat more than half of the total Qozmax (Table 9). The
rat spleen is reported from in vitro determinations as having an oxygen

consumption of about 12 u1/hr/mg (dry tissue mass) (1), which is equivalent

to 0.20 ml/min/gm. Compared with this, the results of the present experi

ments (Table 9) of 0.32 ml/min/gm and 0.39 ml/min/gm would appear to be

somewhat high, but of the same order of magnitude. A rough estimate from

in vitro studies of Qoz of the rest of the tissues used here considered

together gives a value of about 0.07 ml/min/gm (1). The results obtained

here are somewhat low, being 0.040 ml/min/gm and 0.044 ml/min/gm, but again

of the same order of magnitude. The reason for these errors being in oppo

site directions is not clear; more experiments would be required before

further conclusions could be drawn.

The equivocal results for change in m2/ml ratios and the small number

of experiments precludes much of a conclusion here also, however the change

was never a large decrease in this ratio, suggesting a possible tendency

for there to be more shunting in the stomach, pancreas and duodenum than

in the spleen-intact preparation, or in the spleen which would have to

have had a lower Qs in order for the entire preparation, which included

the spleen, to have a lower Qs •

Splenic vessel ligation in the Presence of 1.7 mu■ ml vasopressin.

Relationship between perfusion pressure and total flow. These curves are

shown in Figures 39 and 40. The curves for the spleen-intact preparations

with vasopressin showed the usual appearance; however that for the splenic

vessel-ligated state in Figure 39 was quite peculiar, with increasing re

sistance above pressures of 90 mm Hg, suggestive of autoregulation. The
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Figure 39

Total flow vs. perfusion pressure. Spleen-intact,
1.7 ml]/ml vasopressin "control" paired with same
preparation and drug with splenic vessels ligated.
Prep. No. 27. The pressure values were obtained
after correction for cannula pressure drop. Note
the increasing resistance above a pressure of 90
mm Hg for the splenic vessel-ligated curve.
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Figure 40

Total flow vs. perfusion pressure. Spleen-intact,
1.7 mu/ml vasopressin "control" paired with same
preparation and drug with splenic vessels ligated.
Prep. No. 28. The pressure values were obtained
after correction for cannula pressure drop.
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Figure41

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.

Spleen-intact,

1.7mu/mlvasopressin"control"pairedwithsame preparationanddrugwithsplenicvesselsligated. Prep.No.27.

Double-tailedpoints:usedonlyin

Q92maxcalculation.
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Figure42

Oxygenconsumption
vs.totalflow.Spleen-intact,

1.7mu/mlvasopressin"control"pairedwithsame preparationanddrugwithsplenicvesselsligated. Prep.No.28.
Single-tailedpoint:usedinboth theQozmaxandslope(ml)calculations;double tailedpoints:usedonlyinQozmaxcalculation.
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Table9.Effectofsplenicvesselligation
inthedrug-freepreparation.

Prep.No.Experiment8°2maxDrytissuemass

(ml/min/gm)(ml/min
-

absolute)(gm) obtainedcalculated
I

obtainedlaifferenceobtaineddifference dataforspleen
|

dataduetospleendataduetospleen

Control (Spleenintact)|0.0430.0942,19

260.320.0540.17

Splenicvesselsºrk ligated0.0200.0402.02 Control
**(Spleenintact)|(0.050)
*
(0.098)

ºr1.82

29(0.39)(0.054)0.14

Splenicvesselsºr ligated0.0260.0441.68

*Calculationsbasedon
employing,
inplaceofa°2maxwhichthiscontrolcurvedidnotexhibit,the highestQo2valueonthedrawnQo2-Qcurvecorresponding

tothehighest
Q
valueactuallyobserved. *Thedrymassofthe

preparationwithoutthespleen,whichwasdriedandweighedseparately.
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other one for the same condition (Figure 40) showed such scatter that it

was not clear whether or not the same situation occurred there; the curve

was simply approximated with a straight line, drawn by visual inspection.

There was considerable variation in the increase of vascular resistance

after ligating the splenic vessels, both between the preparations and at

different pressures in each preparation, as may be seen.

Relationship between oxygen consumption and total flow. These curves may

be seen in Figures 41 and 42. The spleen-intact curves clearly displayed

a °2max: they have already been described above in the section on the

effects of vasopressin. The ligation of splenic vessels, in both prepara

tions, produced a shape of Qoz - Q curve hitherto unobserved. Almost the

entire observed characteristic was concave to the Qoz axis, with no apparent

Qo2max obtained. Near the origin, however, the curve appeared slightly con

vex toward the Qoz axis. Also it appeared that the curve was still headed

upwards at the highest flows obtained, with that in Figure 41 reaching higher

Qo2 values than the Q92max with the spleen intact. Since the curves have to

pass through the origin, the suggested convexity towards the Qoz axis near

the origin gives the whole curve a sigmoid shape. This would suggest that

there is a very short linear characteristic near the origin, which at higher

flows passes through a transient beginning of a 8°2max at quite low Qoz,

but then exhibits a rise in Qoz at flows above this. This shape could be

explained by a quite low number of open nutritional channels at low flows

in the spleen-free preparation in the presence of vasopressin, but more of

which are forced open mechanically by the quite high perfusion pressures

required to obtain the flows above those values at which the Qo2 - Q curves

begin to have a concavity towards the Qo2 axis. This would mean a change

in extent of shunting with flow, a phenomenon which is not apparent for the

entire spleen-intact preparation, looking at the Qoz - Q curves studied so far.
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General Discussion

The original observation of the relationship between oxygen consumption

and perfusate flow, noted in preliminary studies (11), has been reproduced

in the present experiments for the isolated, perfused rat spleen, stomach,

pancreas, and duodenum. A flow-dependence of the oxygen consumption rate

is not surprising considering the low oxygen content of 1 to 2 ml 02 per

100 ml perfusate. The occurrence of a high degree of arteriovenous shunting,

suggested initially by the high mixed venous Po2 values obtained even at low

flows, is a quite likely basis for these observations. A highly simplified,

representative model of the entire vascular bed, envisioning a shunt channel

in parallel with nutritional channels, in addition to conditions with an

oxygen supply limitation, is well able to explain the essential basic

observations. It is further supported by evidence that the slope of the

flow-dependent characteristic of the oxygen consumption-flow curve appears

to increase with increasing oxygen supply rate. It is also highly probable

that the 8°2max, when obtained, is indeed an indication of the tissues' true

metabolic needs under the present circumstances. It is, however, for those

organs other than the spleen, seen to be somewhat low compared with the in

vitro Qoz values reported above (and estimated for the entire preparation

from separate values given for the component tissues) (1). This alone would

suggest that there is some deterioration of the tissues during the course

of preparation and perfusion. However, estimates for spleen Qoz on the

basis of dry tissue mass, which gave results quite in excess of those re

ported from in vitro (1), would not support this general conclusion con

cerning deterioration. However, these comparisons are at best a rough

estimate, in view especially of the small number of experiments done here;

suffice it to say that the results here are of the same order of magnitude
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as the cited values, and the spleen had a higher 8°2max. on the basis of

dry mass, than the rest of the organs, also consistent with what is known

from the in vitro values.

That the tissues of entire spleen-intact preparation remain reason

ably viable, at least as far as it is reflected by the Qo2max, seems prob

able, especially in light of the fact that the oxygen consumption-flow

curves do not change much in position with repeated control curve deter

minations over 10nger periods of time, and that the formation of gross edema,

when it occurred, was associated with no consistent change in the Qo2 values

obtained. Future investigations should include studies of the oxygen con

sumption vs. flow relationship in the living animal for these same organs

in the resting state. The high degree of shunting may only be present in

the perfused, denervated tissues.

Recent studies of the myocardial vascular bed have revealed a similar

flow-dependence of oxygen consumption under certain circumstances. Reviewed

by Hawthorne (48) and Gregg (46), it appears that such a relationship is

associated with preparations employing the least physiological conditions

of myocardial function, such as those in which the isolated, perfused beat

ing heart was "non-working" (53), and with failing hearts (112). The

"working heart" gave equivocal results. Weisberg et al. (112) observed a

flow-dependence of the oxygen consumption (flow altered by changing the

pressure), using a heart on a cardiopulmonary bypass, with the left ven

tricle working against a fluid-filled balloon, while Ross et al (93) and

Sarnoff et al (99) did not observe such a relationship. A cause for this

relationship, in the presence of presumably adequate oxygen supply, was not

demonstrated; however it was suggested (46) that nonuniform perfusion of

the tissue may have been responsible. It was further suggested that

arteriovenous shunting may have been involved.
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The observation that as much as 70% of the total flow in the present

studies is passing through shunt channels is certainly remarkable in itself.

In most of those studies cited above, it was found that, in the living gastro

intestinal tract, probably less than 5% of the total flow passes through

arteriovenous amastomoses. Yet one interpretation of the unusual results

of Barclay and Bentley (7), as noted above, would suggest that as much as

65% of the final total flow in the stomach (after the venous blood color

change) could have been arterial blood shunted through AVAs. These results

would suggest that an anatomical basis for the 70% shunt flow seen here

could be the AVA in the stomach, and possibly other parts as well. As in

the case of Barclay and Bentley, mechanical manipulations of the organs

were necessitated in the present work.

The skeletal muscle studies discussed above suggest that thoroughfare

channels could have functional significance as shunts. Evidence from the

literature has been presented for the existence of this pattern in some of

the vascular beds of organs serially homologous to the ones employed in the

present investigation. Zweifach has observed that there is poorer perfusion

of true capillaries (but more thoroughfare flow) in the mesentery and tongue

of the frog when particulate matter such as red blood cells or carbon par

ticles is omitted from the perfusate (119). He also observed that edema

formation could be largely prevented if particulate material was included.

This is consistent with his hypothesis regarding the Starling fluid balance

picture discussed above, and could assist in explaining the present obser

vations of frequent edema formation (aside from blockage of lymphatics),

as no particulate matter was present with the exception of a tiny residuum

of red cells from the approximately 1 to 2 ml of blood in the organs that

was washed into the perfusate (about 300 ml) and allowed to remain there.
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An additional possibility for explaining the shunt flow is that cer

tain localized areas of parenchyma suffered damage in dissection, transfer

or perfusion of the tissues, and that the capillaries in these areas then

simply act as functional shunts, carrying oxygen past metabolically depressed

or inert parenchymal cells. However, this seems somewhat unlikely depending

upon the validity of the suggested relationship between the extent of shunt

ing and the oxygen supply rate noted in Figures 18 and 34.

Another matter which deserves consideration is the question of whether

or not the extent of shunting (fs) truly remains constant over the entire

flow range studied. Critical closure of precapillary sphincters at low

pressures could shift the fs an■ fri, depending upon whether or not the shunt

flow (Qs) fell in proportion to the fall in nutritional flow (Qn) (due to

such critical closure). Only such a change in distribution of the total

flow could be detectible with the methods employed here, which depend entirely

upon the measurements of the Pao2, the (mixed) Pvo2, and the total flow. The

effect of critical closure, as the pressure and flow were lowered, would be

to produce an a-v oxygen tension difference vs. flow curve with a "maximum".

The Pao2-Pvo2 would rise (as it does), as the flow was being lowered and the

transit time of perfusate in nutritional channels increased, to reach a

maximum, only to fall below this again at 1ower flows as nutritional channels

began to shut down with increasing frequency (increasing the relative amount

of shunt flow) even if those channels closing were already extracting 100%

of their oxygen. This would tend to make the oxygen consumption vs. flow

curve concave toward the Qoz axis. It is interesting that exactly this is

seen in the case of the spleen-ligated preparation in the presence of vaso

pressin, a drug which would increase the perfusion pressure at which

critical closure would begin to occur.
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The pressures at which oxygen consumption vs. flow curves become flow

dependent (see Figure 31) for the drug-free preparations are entirely con

sistent with the observations of Baez and colleagues (4-6), who noted critical

closure of precapillary sphincters in the living, exteriorized, denervated

rat mesoappendix, using direct microscopic observations. They observed such

closure at static pressures of 0 to 25 mm Hg. This would correspond to a

total tissue perfusion pressure drop of about two to three times this, allow

ing for downstream pressure drop. Corresponding pressures for the vasopressin

experiments are predictably higher. Since an increase in oxygen extraction

over the flow range of supposedly maximal extraction by the tissues (none

through shunts, 100% by all the nutritional channels-that is, the flow

dependent range) would tend to make the Qo2 - Q curve convex toward the

Qo2 axis. It is conceivable then, that if critical closure (and, indeed,

a shift in fs and fm) occurs simultaneously with increased extraction from

imperfect shunt channels of some type (the thoroughfare vessel would be a

good candidate), these two effects could cancel each other, and thus still

allow a relatively linear flow-dependent characteristic of the Qoz - Q curve.

Studies employing direct microscopic examination of several parts of the

rat organs simultaneously with determinations of Qoz and Q would be necessary

to begin to investigate the actual situation as far as this is concerned.

The results with vasopressin seem to support the model of the vascular

bed, especially as far as the existence of critically closable precapillary

sphincters is concerned. This substance is not known to directly inhibit

the metabolic rate in any tissues.
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SUMMARY

Preliminary observations (11) that oxygen consumption in the isolated,

perfused rat spleen, stomach, pancreas and duodenum is flow-dependent over

the lower range of flows has been confirmed here, using a modified Krebs

Ringer bicarbonate buffer, with 4% bovine albumin, and which was gassed with

a 95% O2-5% CO2 mixture, as perfusate. It contained approximately 1 to 2

vol% 02 entirely in physical solution.

It further appears that a great deal of arteriovenous shunting occurs

in the preparation, judging from high Pvo2 values at even lowest flows.

A simplified, representative model of the vascular bed, consisting of

nutritional and shunt channels in parallel, was presented, which is able to

explain the essential observations of the oxygen consumption-flow relation

ship, and is further supported by the fact that the slope of the flow-depen

dent part of the oxygen consumption-flow curve is probably an increasing

function of the oxygen supply rate. A method of estimating the extent of

shunt and nutritional flows was presented, which indicates that about 70%

of the total flow is shunt flow.

Vasopressin produced a consistently increased vascular resistance,

and probably reduced the Qozmax (plateau of the oxygen consumption-flow
curve), without a significant shift in the extent of shunting, which

supports the findings in the older studies as well as the proposition

that the present tissues have closable nutritional channels, presumably

regulated by precapillary sphincters, which would permit variability in the

capillary surface area available for exchange.

Ligation of splenic vessels resulted in a lowering of the Qo of2max

the preparation and an increase in the vascular resistance of the prepara





1.59

tion (drug-free). This organ accounts for about half the absolute flow

and oxygen consumption. This also allowed an order-of-magnitude estimate

of the oxygen consumption of the spleen and of the other organs and a

comparison of these values with those reported for in vitro studies,

showing reasonable agreement.
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